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Abstract
Shaft mounted speed reducers are used in material handling applications, such as
conveyor systems for transporting ore out of mine shafts. A subbase joins the reducer
with an electric motor, and serves to limit the misalignment between the motor shaft and
the reducer input shaft. The entire assembly is supported at two points: the axis of
rotation of the reducer output shaft, which is fixed, and a clevis-pin joint under the motor,
which prevents rotation of the assembly about the reducer output shaft axis.
In an effort to reduce the production and material costs of subbases that support
shaft mounted reducers, Rexnord Corp. is implementing subbase designs that are lighter
weight and easier to manufacture than current designs. Impeding the implementation of
lower cost designs is the lack of an equation to properly choose subbase dimensions for
acceptable values of shaft misalignment. Trial and error in subbase construction may
provide designs that give acceptable results for misalignment. Given an equation,
however, the weight could be minimized while still limiting misalignment at the coupling
location. The project goal is to provide equations that give shaft misalignment as a
function of three subbase parameters: tube thickness, mounting strap width, and end cap
thickness.
Developing design equations by analytical methods is investigated first. Next,
finite element models are used to check the analytical results for accuracy. Finally, finite
element models are used to perform design sensitivity studies where needed. The final
equations for misalignment are given as functions of the three design variables.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Speed reducers are widely used in mechanical processes. While electric motors
typically generate high-speed, low-torque output, most operations require low-speed,
high-torque input. The solution to this dilemma is the use of a speed reducer. As the
speed is reduced by successive gear reductions, the torque is increased by the same ratio.
This chapter serves to introduce subbases and how they relate to speed reducers. First, a
subbase is defined, and applications are addressed. Afterwards, the goals of this thesis
are discussed.

1.1 Subbase Applications
The structure that supports the motor and speed reducer is called a subbase. An
example configuration between a motor, reducer, and subbase is shown in Figure 1.1.
Other than supporting the motor and reducer, the purpose of the subbase is to limit the
misalignment between the motor output shaft and the reducer input shaft. Supporting the
weight of the motor and the reducer is typically not a concern. Limiting shaft
misalignment, though, can be a significant challenge. Because of the difficulty in
completely preventing misalignment and because of the adverse effects of inducing loads
on the shafts, compliant couplings are used between the shafts. While the coupling does
absorb some misalignment, the subbase must limit the misalignment to within what the
coupling will allow. Typical allowable misalignment values for couplings are 1-3° of
angular misalignment and 1-3 percent of shaft diameter of parallel misalignment [Norton,
1998]. Therefore, as the operating loads are applied the subbase must be rigid enough to
limit relative displacements between the motor output shaft and the reducer input shaft to
less than the specified allowable misalignment.
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Speed Reducer

Coupling

Motor

Output Shaft Axis
(Fixed)
Subbase
Clevis (Pin Joint)
Figure 1.1: Subbase, motor, and speed reducer. The coupling connects the motor shaft to
the reducer input shaft, and the subbase limits the relative shaft displacements to within
the coupling requirements.

Four different types of shaft misalignment are possible: axial, angular, parallel,
and torsional. In this work, however, only angular and parallel misalignments are
considered. Typically axial misalignment is not a concern because many couplings will
allow the shafts to translate axially. In addition, torsional misalignment is only important
when the phase relationship between the motor and reducer is critical. In this thesis, the
phase relationship is not considered critical. Consequently, torsional misalignment is not
quantified. The allowable coupling misalignment in this thesis is specified by two
parameters: skew and offset. Skew, φ, is defined as the angle that is formed at the
intersection of the two shaft axes. Offset, ∆, is defined as the linear distance between the
two shaft axes. Figure 1.2 illustrates these definitions.
Skew, φ

Offset, ∆
Figure 1.2: Definition of skew and offset
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In many applications, the desired rigidity is achieved by using a subbase that
provides a direct link between the motor and reducer, and ground. An example of this
type of subbase is a concrete pad on which the motor and reducer are both mounted.
Occasionally, a structure of some material other than concrete may separate the reducer
from a rigid foundation. Such is the case when a visco-elastic foundation is used between
the reducer and concrete pad to reduce vibration. This thesis, however, discusses
subbases as used in material handling applications, such as powering conveyor belts.
Often in these applications, location constraints prevent the reducer from being mounted
to a rigid foundation, like a concrete pad. The subbase may not even provide a link to
ground, but serves to connect the motor to the reducer. To support the motor, reducer,
and subbase, the axis of rotation of the reducer output shaft is fixed, and the assembly is
prevented from rotating about the output shaft axis by a clevis, or pin joint, on the bottom
of the subbase. An example of such a configuration is shown in Figure 1.3. Here, the
‘subbase’ is simply a mounting bracket between the motor and the reducer. For larger
motors and reducers, the subbase takes the configuration shown in Figure 1.1. Note that
the fixed reducer output shaft axis and clevis were called out in Figure 1.1.

Fixed Output
shaft axis
Figure 1.3: Shaft-mounted reducer. The assembly is held fixed by the
output shaft axis and the clevis.
Clevis

1.2 Problem Statement
This thesis discusses the development of design equations for a square-tube
subbase supporting a shaft-mounted reducer. The purpose of this section is to describe
3

the problem statement and to define the scope of the project. Therefore, the reason for
developing an equation will be discussed first. Next, the assumptions made in this thesis
will be discussed, including the scope of the research.
Purpose of Equation Development. Equation development was initiated by Rexnord

Corporation. Rexnord manufactures subbases used for shaft-mounted reducers.
Typically, they have used a combination of I-beams and plates to construct their
subbases. Shown in Figure 1.4, the current Rexnord design consists of 31 pieces that have
to be welded together to form the subbase. While acceptable, the design is not very
efficient. The current design is flawed for two major reasons. First, because I-beams and
plates are open sections, they are very poor in resisting a torsional load; their strength is
in resisting bending. The torsional load induced on the subbase is significant, making Ibeams and plates a poor choice. A low strength-to-weight ratio in torsion means that the
subbase must be heavier than a more efficient member—a disadvantage considering
weight adds to the fatigue stresses in the reducer output shaft. Second, welding is a very
costly joining operation, adding significantly to the production costs.
As a solution to these two inherent problems in their current design, Rexnord has
suggested that a square tube be used as the subbase frame, reducing weight, material
costs, and production costs. A closed tubular member is much more efficient for torsional
loads, thus increasing the strength-to-weight ratio. Additionally, because the square-tube
frame is one piece, a square-tube subbase would require much less welding. The
proposed square-tube subbase design is shown back in Figure 1.1 and in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.4: Current Rexnord subbase design. Note that it consists of many more parts
than the square tube design shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Proposed Rexnord subbase design. Note that the part count is significantly
reduced from Figure 1.4.

Preventing the implementation of lower-cost square-tube designs is the lack of an
equation to properly choose subbase dimensions for acceptable values of shaft skew and
offset. Trial and error in subbase construction may provide designs that give acceptable
misalignment results. Given an equation, however, the weight can be minimized while
still limiting skew and offset based on coupling requirements. The purpose of this study
is to provide an equation that will give shaft skew and offset as a function of subbase
geometry.
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Scope and Assumptions. Several assumptions relating to required equation form and

project scope were made at the onset of the project. It has already been mentioned that
only angular and parallel misalignment are considered. The three global assumptions and
scope limitations discussed here are loading, geometry variables, and equation form.
Loading. The research discussed in this thesis is limited to static loading only.
Material handling processes are often desired to be continual, with very few periods of
inactivity. During these continual periods of operation, the loading can be approximated
as steady with very few impacts. While dynamic stresses are very important, they are not
considered in this thesis.
Geometry Variables. Three geometry variables are considered in this thesis: tube
thickness, t, strap width, w, and end cap thickness, h. Figure 1.6 defines these three
geometry variables. Outside dimensions of the tube are 12 inches by 12 inches, and were
not considered as variables. The end cap height and width are determined by the tube
outside dimensions and thickness, and therefore not variables. Strap thickness is taken to
always be 1 inch, and strap length is irrelevant to the deformation behavior of the
subbase. The speed reducer, motor, and coupling determine total length of the subbase
and the spacing between mounting straps. Because these values are fixed given a
particular application, they are not considered as variables. The location of the fixed
reducer output shaft is determined by the gearbox, and therefore not considered a variable
for this work. The location of the clevis is a possible design variable for the subbase.
However, clevis location is not considered a variable for this study. Rather, the clevis
location is always directly underneath the motor mounting strap closest to the reducer.
Placing the clevis underneath the motor strap prevents the bending modes of the subbase
from inducing bending loads on the motor. Bending loads on the motor would cause
premature failure and are not desired.
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w

t

h
Figure 1.6: The three geometry variables considered are tube thickness, t, strap width, w,
and end cap thickness, h.

Equation Form. As stated above, the purpose of this thesis is to develop an
equation, or relationship, between the subbase geometry (t, w, and h) and the shaft
skew and offset. Stated another way, the purpose is to determine the relationship
for the relative displacements between the shafts as a function of the given
geometry variables:

∆ = f (t , w, h)
φ = f (t , w, h)

( 1.1 )

where ∆ and φ can be functions of the given parameters as well, but must be functions of
the geometry variables considered. Therefore, relative displacements of the motor,
reducer, and subbase are required.
The motor is assumed rigid as shown in the work of Power and Wood [1984].
They analyzed a 2000-hp motor support structure that served as a subbase for the motor,
linking it to a rigid concrete foundation. The subbases studied in this thesis support
motors similar to the one analyzed by Power and Wood, ranging in power from several
hundred horsepower to over five thousand horsepower [Brook Hansen P4 Speed
Reducers]. Finite element models in the 2000-hp motor support study used rigid beams
to represent the motor frame. Extensive field tests were run, and provided good
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agreement with the finite element results, justifying the rigid motor assumption. Many
similar studies in the literature assume a rigid motor frame.
The speed reducer is not assumed rigid, but the load displacement characteristics
are assumed to be known. Because the stiffness is assumed to be known, the operating
load forces may be multiplied by the inverse of the reducer stiffness matrix to determine
reducer displacements needed for calculation of skew and offset.
With the relative displacements of the motor and reducer known, a loop may be
formed to join the motor shaft to the reducer input shaft by going through the subbase.
This loop is shown schematically in Figure 1.7. This thesis defines the displacements of
the subbase section of the loop, and discusses how to join the individual pieces of the
loop to determine the relative displacements between the reducer and motor shafts.
Fixed Reducer Output Shaft

Rigid Motor

Known Reducer Stiffness
Subbase
Figure 1.7: Equation form. The equation developed creates a loop from the motor shaft
through the subbase to the reducer shaft, determining relative displacements between the
two.

It is expedient to discuss the expected accuracy of the equations developed in this
thesis. It is not intended to be a final value of misalignment. For example, the stiffnesses
of the speed reducer are idealized to act at a single point in order to close the loop shown
in Figure 1.7. In reality, the true load-deflection relationship between the speed reducer
and the subbase will have subtle effects that cannot be represented by a single spring
attachment point. In addition, the degree of restraint of the clevis attachment is very
8

difficult to model, even with the use of sophisticated finite element modeling software.
For the purposes of this thesis, the clevis is modeled as providing infinite resistance in the
vertical and axial directions and zero resistance in all other directions. Modeling the
clevis thus is both conservative and overly stiff, as it affects many different aspects of
misalignment. Due to these and other modeling difficulties, the equations developed in
this thesis are expected to serve as a first order estimate of the true behavior and should
be used to arrive at a point at which the design can be examined further. Stated a
different way, the equations developed in this thesis should serve as a design tool when
choosing appropriate subbase dimensions. Therefore, it is recommended that once a
design is chosen based on the equations presented in this thesis, that the design is checked
with a detailed numerical or experimental analysis.

1.3 Organization

Having defined the project goals and scope, the details of the thesis organization
are now discussed. First, the existing literature regarding subbases and structural analysis
is discussed. After reviewing the literature, analytical methods of equation development
are considered. Having solved for the subbase deflections using analytical methods,
finite element methods are discussed and used to check analytical results. Where needed,
computational design of experiments is used to form a relationship between geometry and
displacements. Lastly, equation formulation is discussed and critiqued.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

Speed reducers are used in a variety of applications. Just as there are a variety of
reducer applications, there also exists a broad spectrum of subbase designs used to
support the motors and reducers in these applications. The two most common subbases
discussed in the literature are a concrete pad and an elastic foundation. Both of these
subbase designs are a direct link from the motor or reducer to the ground. The only
difference existing between the two designs is the elasticity of the subbase material.
Power and Wood [1984], however, discuss the analysis of a 2000-hp motor mounted on a
steel frame. The authors used finite elements to analyze the steel frame supporting the
motor. In addition, extensive field tests were run and provided good agreement with the
finite element calculations.
Nevertheless, one noticeable difference exists between the subbases mentioned
above and the subbase studied in this thesis: the way in which the subbase is connected to
ground. In the cases discussed above, the subbase provided a direct link between the
motor or reducer and ground. The subbase studied in this thesis is a suspended structure,
held in place by the fixed axis of the reducer output shaft, and a clevis pin joint on the
underside of the subbase. Even though Power and Wood did use a steel frame, the
subbase they studied was not suspended as shaft-mounted subbases are. The analysis of
shaft-mounted subbases is different from previous studies because the elastic nature of
the subbase is the primary factor in determining the misalignment. Design equations for
shaft-mounted subbases are not encountered in the literature.
In light of the lack of sources treating shaft-mounted subbases, the literature was
consulted regarding the analysis of a structure in torsion and bending. Two common ways
such a structure could be analyzed are to use energy methods to derive deflection
equations for the composite structure, and to use finite elements to perform a sensitivity
analysis and provide a fitted equation to the displacement data. The remainder of this
chapter discusses what the existing literature provides for each of these two solution
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methods. Prior to discussing finite element applications, warping due to torsion is
discussed.

2.1 Energy Methods

The primary objective of a subbase analysis is to obtain relative shaft deflections
at the coupling location. To obtain the shaft skew and offset, the deflections of the
subbase must be quantified and used to determine the relative displacements of the motor
shaft and the reducer input shaft. Juvinall [1967] suggested that the most expedient way
to determine deflections is through the use of energy methods, such as Castigliano’s
theorem. Castigliano stated the following [Juvinall, 1967]:
When a body is elastically deflected by any system of loads, the deflection
at any point q and in any direction a is equal to the partial derivative of
strain energy (with the system of loads acting) with respect to a load at q
acting in direction a.
Mathematically, Castigliano’s theorem is developed from the concept of strain
energy. Figure 2.1 depicts the load deflection curve for an arbitrary system that deflects
an amount ∆ when load Q is applied. The area under the force deflection curve is equal
to the strain energy, U. As long as the deflections are linearly elastic, the strain energy is
defined as

U=

1
Q∆
2

(2.1)

If, while load Q is acting, an additional virtual load dQ is added, the work increment
becomes the area of the thin trapezoid in Figure 2.1:

dU = ∆dQ

(2.2)

Solving for the rate of change of energy with respect to the load Q, when load Q is acting,
we find that

dU ∆dQ
dU
=
=∆⇒∆=
dQ
dQ
dQ

(2.3)

where U is the elastic strain energy stored in the structure, and Q is an applied load. If Q
is a transverse load, ∆ is a transverse deflection along the line of action of the load, while
if Q is a moment or torque, ∆ is an angular deflection. If multiple loads act on the
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structure, then Equation (2.3) becomes the partial derivative of U with respect to the load,

Q, of interest. The use of Castigliano’s theorem requires, however, that all stresses be
within the linear elastic range and that no buckling occurs.

Displacement

Load Deflection Curve

U

Load, Q

dQ

Figure 2.1: Strain energy, U, for a general load deflection relationship. For an
incremental load dQ, the strain energy is increased by the unshaded trapezoid of width
dQ and height ∆.

The deflections in a structure due to the loads acting on it can be determined if the
amount of strain energy in the structure is known. Torsion, bending, and shear are the
load types induced on the subbase. One-dimensional formulas for the strain energy due to
each of these loading types are as follows [Juvinall, 1967]. For torsional loads,
L

U =∫
0

T2
dx
2GK

(2.4)

where T is the applied torque, G is the shear modulus, and K is the torsion constant. The
torsional constant K can be found by solving the torsion problem [Cook and Young,
1999]:

K=

T
Gβ

where β is the rate of twist. If β is assumed constant, as is required by Equation (2.4),
then the torsion constant of a thin-walled tube of thickness t becomes
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(2.5)

4Γ 2
K=
ds
∫t

(2.6)

where Γ is the area enclosed by the midline, and s is a length coordinate along the
midline of the cross section.
For pure bending, the strain energy is
L

U =∫
0

M2
dx
2 EI

(2.7)

where M is the bending moment, E is the modulus of elasticity, and I is the area moment
of inertia. Equation (2.7) assumes that a state of pure bending exists and that deflections
are small. For long slender members, the total strain energy is approximated as Utor +

Ubend. If transverse shear forces are significant, the total strain energy becomes Utot = Utor
+ Ubend + Uts, where:
L

kV 2
dx
2GA
0

U ts = ∫

(2.8)

Here, k is the shear factor and is cross section dependent. V is the shear force, and A is the
cross-sectional area [Cook and Young, 1999].
The strain energy of a plate, which is idealized to two dimensions, is also
documented [Boresi, 1993]. The total strain energy is the volume integral of the strain
energy density, U0, of a homogeneous isotropic elastic plate:
U = ∫∫∫ U 0 dx dy dz

(2.9)

with strain energy density equaling
U0 =

[

G
ε xx2 + ε yy2 + 2υε xx ε yy + 2(1 − υ )ε xy2 − 2(1 + υ )(ε xx + ε yy )αk∆T
1−υ

]

(2.10)

Here, υ is Poisson’s ratio; εij is the strain on face i, direction j; α is the 1-D linear thermal
expansion coefficient; and T is the temperature. Ignoring the temperature effects, and
assuming that the plate only carries bending loads, the integration in Equation (2.9) yields

U = ∫∫

[

]

Gh 3
k xx2 + k yy2 + 2υk xx k yy + 2(1 − υ ) k xy2 dx dy
12(1 − υ )
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(2.11)

where h is the thickness of the plate, and the k’s are functions of the bending moments in
the plate:

12
(M xx − υM yy )
Eh 3
12
k yy = − 3 (M yy − υM xx )
Eh
12 (1 + υ )
k xy = −
M xy
Eh 3
k xx = −

(2.12)

Cook and Young [1999] discussed how to determine the bending moments acting
on a plate for various sets of boundary conditions. First, the displaced shape of the plate
is assumed, yielding the displacement field w. Knowing the function form of the
displacement field, the moments are calculated by solving the moment equations:
 ∂2w
∂2w 
M x = − D 2 + υ 2 
∂y 
 ∂x
 ∂2w
∂2w 
M y = − D 2 + υ 2 
∂x 
 ∂y
M xy

∂2w
= −(1 − υ ) D
∂x∂y

where D =

Eh 3
12 1 − υ 2

(

( 2.13 )

)

Recall that h is the end cap thickness.

2.2 Warping due to Torsion

In the preceding discussion it was assumed that warping was unrestrained, and
that torque was constant along the length. If these conditions are met, Saint-Venant
torsion is said to exist. If, on the other hand, warping is partially or completely restrained
at one or more cross sections, then the rate of twist, β, will not be constant along the
structure. The restraint of warping alters the torsional stiffness and creates axial normal
stresses and additional shear stresses. Cook and Young [1999] quantified the warping
displacements for closed box beams. The beam shown in Figure 2.2 is an example,
where the corners are labeled A through D. The warping displacements at the corners are
as follows:
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uA = −

T b a
 −  , u B = u D = −u A , u C = u A
8Gba  t1 t 2 

(2.14)

where b and t1, and a and t2 are the midline side length and wall thickness, respectively,
of sides a and b of a rectangular box beam as defined in Figure 2.3. Note that if b/ t1 = a/
t2, there is no warping. If warping is unrestrained, the rate of twist will be constant along
the length of the tube. If warping is restrained, be it partially or completely, normal
stresses will develop. Figure 2.3 depicts the warping stresses for the case where the
warping is completely restrained at the wall.

Figure 2.2: Thin-walled tube of rectangular cross section. Warping
displacement is shown by dashed lines [Cook and Young, 1999].
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Figure 2.3: Thin-walled rectangular section torsion member with a
restrained end [Boresi, 1993].

Smith, Thomas, and Smith [1970] analyzed box beams with restrained warping at
one or both ends. They presented a solution for the stresses and deflections for various
geometries of box beams. The fundamental assumption made in their analysis was that
“the shape of the cross section of the tube is maintained by an indefinitely closely spaced
system of diaphragms rigid in their own planes, but offering no resistance to deflections
perpendicular to their planes.” Neither end conditions nor torque distribution were
assumed in the analysis; the only assumption was that plane sections remain plane.
Others, such as Kollbrunner [1969], have solved the warping torsion problem as well, but
the essential assumption has remained the same: the cross-sectional shape must be
preserved.
Partial restraint of warping can be caused by bracing along the structure. Khan
[1975] discussed bracing of open section members. The bracing is converted to an
equivalent closed section. When converting the bracing to an equivalent section, only the
bracing that adds to the closed section should be considered. Outstanding profiles that
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protrude out from a closed section can be neglected because the closed section governs
the stiffness of the member.

2.3 Finite Elements

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) differs from energy methods and strength of
materials approaches in that FEA does not require the same assumptions. While the
analysis presented in this document is linearly elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic, finite
elements can model nonlinear, anisotropic materials. Assumptions such as plane sections
remain plane need not be made in FEA. However, there is a drawback to FEA. Finite
elements are a numerical analysis, yielding a response value for each analysis, not an
equation as the previous methods supply.
The literature suggests that this disadvantage can be overcome by the use of
design sensitivity analyses. Pilkey [1997] stated the following:
The sensitivity of the structural behavior with respect to changes in the
design variables needs to be determined in order to understand the effect
of design changes. Here the focus is on structural responses expressed in
terms of stresses or stress concentration factors. Other response functions
could be the displacements or the compliance… A design sensitivity
analysis computes the derivatives of the structural response functions.
The derivatives of the response function can be determined numerically by
successive FE models. Pilkey also recommended that a sequential linear or quadratic
optimization routine could be used to optimize the structure based on the response and its
numerical derivatives. This procedure can become costly because computing time to
solve the number of models needed may be unfeasibly large.
To reduce the number of data points required, Taguchi recommended that
experimental design be accomplished using a statistical design of experiments (DOE)
approach [Mitra, 1998]. Rather than compute derivatives numerically with multiple FE
models, the effects of the variables on the response function can be obtained by sampling
the design space. The number of data points required is nv, where v is the number of
design variables, and n is the number of distinct values at which each design variable will
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be evaluated. Taguchi recommended that n ≥ 3 to estimate the nonlinear effect. Once the
responses are determined, the main effect each design variable has on the response can be
calculated. Box and Draper [1986] have taken Taguchi’s method one step further,
suggesting that once the response values have been obtained, a response surface function
(RSF) should be fitted to the values. While the RSF form should be based on theoretical
understanding, a simple polynomial function will typically represent the unknown RSF
well if only a local region is considered. The method of least squares is recommended to
find the values of the regressors in the response surface function. With an equation for
the response surface, the derivatives of the RSF can be calculated, yielding the design
sensitivity values. Rizzo [1994] discussed how FEA could be used along with DOE to
better design and quality. A specific example was given where the response surface
function is determined using finite element analysis to perform a computational design of
experiments study on a buckling problem.
In conclusion, both analytical and numerical methods have advantages and
disadvantages. It becomes a matter of choosing the method that best suits the problem at
hand.
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Chapter 3: Analytical Methods
As discussed in the introduction, one goal of this thesis is to define the subbase
displacements so that they may be superimposed on the reducer and motor displacements
to determine total relative shaft displacements. One way in which the subbase
displacements can be quantified is by analytical methods. In this chapter, advantages and
limitations of analytical methods are discussed. The analytical response for the subbase
is then detailed for each load case acting on the structure.

3.1 Advantages and Limitations

There are several advantages to using analytical methods to determine subbase
displacements. The largest advantage of analytical methods is the explicit equation form
that results. As the response of each load case is evaluated, a function explicit in the
geometry variables is formed by the known response of structural elements such as
beams and plates.
The disadvantage to analytical methods is the implicit assumptions that are an
integral part of the analytical expressions. For example, simple beam theory requires that
plane sections remain plane. In addition, torsion theory may or may not assume warping
is restrained (compare sections 2.1 and 2.2). All torsion theory equations assume that
radial displacements are zero (the cross-sectional shape remains rigid; it can only rotate
or deflect axially). Analytical equations are required to meet these assumptions, and
cannot represent a situation in which the assumptions are violated.

3.2 Analytical Response

Having discussed the advantages and limitations of analytical methods, the
analytical response of the subbase is now considered. Because only the subbase
deflections are desired in this section, the structure will be modeled as if the reducer end
of the subbase were restrained to ground. The exact boundary conditions depend on the
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load case being represented. In this section, three load cases are considered: motor lateral
load, motor torsional load, and reducer moment load.
Motor Lateral Load. The first load case analyzed for the subbase is the lateral load

induced by the motor. Because the motor axis is not concentric with the axis of the
square-tube subbase, the motor torque will induce a lateral load on the structure. The
free-body diagram illustrating this load case is shown in Figure 3.1. It is assumed that the
motor torque is applied equally at each of the four mounting locations (left and right sides
of the front and back motor straps). Both a horizontal force and a vertical force are
applied at each motor mount location because of the motor torque. The horizontal forces
FAx and FBx add, creating a lateral load on the subbase. The vertical forces FAy and FBy
form a couple, causing a torsional load on the subbase. The torsional load case is
discussed after the lateral load.

Motor

FBx

FAx

FBy

FAy

Motor Offset, hmtr

wmtr
A

B
Subbase Motor Strap
Figure 3.1: Free body diagram of the motor and subbase motor mount strap. At each
mounting location, a horizontal and a vertical load are applied to the subbase as a result
of the motor torque.

Beam theory is used to model the response of the subbase to the lateral load.
Shown in Figure 3.2, the subbase is represented as a cantilever beam with two transverse
loads applied along the span of the beam. It is assumed that the two lateral forces FAx and
FBx are equal in magnitude. Also, each motor strap is assumed to carry an equal lateral
load. Notice in Figure 3.2b that the clevis is not modeled for the lateral load case.
Because of this modeling decision, the calculated results are expected to be slightly
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conservative. The straps and end cap are also neglected in calculating the response of the
subbase to the lateral loads. Cantilever beam deflection is proportional to the moment of
inertia I. The straps and end cap will have a very insignificant affect on the moment of
inertia of the subbase, and are therefore neglected in calculating deflection.

y
x
z

(a)

dmst
(b)
Figure 3.2: Lateral motor load applied to subbase: (a) lateral loads (yellow) applied to
the motor straps, and (b) the subbase represented by a cantilever beam with two
transverse loads applied.

Also shown in Figure 3.2 is the global coordinate system that will be used for this
thesis. All values will have signs that correspond the coordinate directions of the global
system. The Z-axis is centered with the tube axis and has a zero intercept at the base of
the cantilevered beam in Figure 3.2b. According to the coordinate system, positive Z
rotation of the motor shaft will induce lateral loads that act in the negative X direction.
Therefore, the motor lateral loads for a positive motor shaft rotation would have a
negative value.
In calculating the deflection due to the lateral load, the area moment of inertia
must first be calculated. The cross section of the tube, shown in Figure 3.3, can be
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broken up into four rectangles and four arcs. Given the shapes and nomenclature in
Figure 3.3, the area moment of inertia of the tube becomes:
I tube

2
2
 ht 3
2th 3
t   
πRt  h 2 R  

3

=
+2
+ th a −  + 4 0.149 R t +
 +

 12
12
2   
2  2 π  



( 3.1 )

The tube specified by Rexnord has fixed outside dimensions of 2a = 12.0 inches and h =
9.5 inches. While thickness is a variable, radius R is equal to (a – h/2) – t/2, reducing
Equation 3.1 to

I tube = 1069.61t − 239.747t 2 + 18.7794t 3 − 0.39281t 4

( 3.2 )

where Itube is in units of [inches]4 and t is in units of [inches].
R

t

h

2a

Figure 3.3: Square tube cross-section and geometry definitions for Equation 3.1.

The deflection due to lateral load is now calculated by classical beam theory.
Making the appropriate substitutions and forming the equations, the lateral deflection,
δlat, of the tube is described by Equation (3.3):
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δ lat

hmtr Tms (3d mst + 6l clv − 2 z )z 2
=
2
2
3EI tube 4hmtr
+ wmtr

δ lat =

(

(

hmtr Tms − l

3
clv

0 < z < l clv

)

+ 3 zl + 3l clv z + (3d mst − z )z
2
2
3EI tube 4hmtr
+ wmtr
2
clv

(

2

)

2

)

( 3.3 )

l clv < z < L

where hmtr is the motor offset, wmtr is the width between the motor mounts (see Figure
3.1), Tms is the motor torque, dmst is the axial distance between the motor straps, lclv is the
distance from the fixed end to the clevis, and L is the total tube length. See Figure 3.4 for
definitions of the axial dimension listed above. Recall from section 1.2 that the clevis
location is determined by the location of the motor mounting strap closest to the reducer.

lclv

dmst
L

Figure 3.4: Axial dimensions lclv and dmst. The subbase is modeled as a cantilever beam
with the reducer end (left) fixed.

Motor Torsional Load. The second load case analyzed is the torsional load induced by the

motor. Because the motor axis is not concentric with the axis of the square-tube subbase,
the torque induced on the subbase will be less than the motor torque. The free-body
diagram illustrating this load case is shown in Figure 3.5. The motor torque is assumed
to be applied equally to the four motor mounting locations, with equal and opposite
forces FAy and FBy creating a couple Tmst at each motor strap. Nonuniform torsion and
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equivalent stiffness are two different approaches to solving for the torsional response of
the subbase, and are discussed below.

FBy

FAy
wmtr

FAy = FBy
Tmst = FAy*Wmtr

Figure 3.5: Motor torsional load applied to the subbase. Note that while the end cap is
not shown here, it is part of the subbase.

Nonuniform Torsion. The subbase is an example of a structure where neither the
torsional load nor the geometry is uniform along the length of the tube. One way to
analyze a nonuniform case such as the subbase is to break up the structure into sections
where the cross-sectional area and loading are constant. Once the structure is partitioned
into sections, Equation (2.4) can be used to determine the strain energy and angular
displacement for each section. Summing the individual sections, the total angular
displacement, θ, becomes
n

n

i =1

i =1

θ = ∑θ i = ∑

Ti Li
GK i

( 3.4 )

where Ti is the torque acting on length Li with torsional constant Ki. In analyzing the
subbase, the reducer end of the tube (z = 0) was restrained and the motor end was loaded
with the applied torque as shown in Figure 3.6. The clevis provides no resistance to the
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twisting motion, which is again conservative. Once the subbase is partitioned at
geometry and torque discontinuities, the total angle of rotation is the sum of six terms:

θ tot =


1  2Tmst (l clv − 0.5w) 2Tmst (0.5w) Tmst (0.5w) Tmst (d mst − w) Tmst (0.5w)

+
+
+
+
+ 0 
G
Kt
K ts
K ts
Kt
K ts


( 3.5 )

where the last term is zero because there is no torque acting on the free end of the tube
beyond the motor straps. The applied torque at each motor strap,
Tmst =

2
Tms wmtr
2
2
),
+ wmtr
2(4hmtr

( 3.6 )

is the couple that results from the forces shown in Figure 3.5 above. Torsional constant
Kt is representative of the cross-section of just the tube, and Kts of the tube and straps.
The torsional constants are defined by Equation (2.6). First, the area enclosed by the
midline is calculated. Next, the denominator of (2.6) is calculated by recognizing that the
integral of ds/t is simply the length of the midline circumference divided by the thickness.
The torsional constants for the subbase are given by Equation (3.7) for the geometry
considered:

(

4t 142.659 − 22.927t + 0.25πt 2
Kt =
45.854 − πt
K ts =

(

)

2

4t (t + 1) 149.329 − 17.9635t + 0.125πt
34.927 + 43.3562t − 0.5(6 + π )t 2

)

( 3.7 )

2 2

Note that both Kt and Kts are functions only of tube thickness because the strap thickness
is held constant at 1.0 inch. Lastly, it should be mentioned that as noted in section 2.1,
Equation (3.4) is valid only for a constant rate of twist, which will occur when warping is
not restrained. Restraint of warping will stiffen the structure, giving more conservative
results than Equation (3.4).
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Figure 3.6: Torsional load applied to subbase. The reducer end of the tube is fixed.

Equivalent Stiffness. A second method for determining the torsional response of
the subbase involves accounting for the torsional warping of the structure. Recall from
section 2.2 and Equation (2.14) that if the cross section does not satisfy b/ t1 = a/ t2, then
warping will occur and induce axial displacements in addition to the angular
displacements discussed above. The square tube meets the condition of equal midline
side-length to thickness ratio, and therefore does not naturally warp. The sections of the
subbase where the straps are attached, however, do not meet the condition and will
induce warping when a torque is applied. As the subbase warps at the strap locations, the
end cap and the straps will both resist the axial displacements and absorb some of the
applied torque, effectively reducing the amount of torque acting on the tube.
The amount of torque that the end cap and straps absorb can be determined by
finding an equivalent stiffness for the subbase. To do so, the straps and end cap are
modeled as being “lumped” at the end of the subbase. Moving these two components to
the end of the subbase will result in the angle of rotation increasing linearly along the
length of the tube. The torque will be constant along the tube and will have a value equal
to the total subbase torque minus that amount that is absorbed by the end cap and the
straps lumped at the free end (z = 84 inches). All three components of the subbase—the
tube, straps, and end cap—act as springs in parallel and add to form the equivalent
stiffness as shown in Figure 3.7. All three of the springs see the same angular
displacement θ because the components are lumped at one location. The stiffness used in
this analysis is a torsional stiffness, k = T/θ.
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ktube

kstraps

kend cap

Torque, T

θ

Figure 3.7: Equivalent stiffness of the subbase is formed from the stiffness of its three
components, the tube, straps, and end cap.

Known quantities at this point are the total torque, T, and the warping
displacements, u, from Equation (2.14). Beginning with the end cap, the torsional
stiffness is discussed for each component.
The displaced shape of the tube (refer back to Figure 2.2) induces a state of pure
twist on the end cap, which is modeled as a plate. Produced by moment Mxy = (1-υ)c2D,
the displacement field of a plate in pure twist is w = -c2xy (in this case, w is the out-ofplane deflection of the end cap in the z coordinate direction, not the strap width). Here, υ
is Poisson’s ratio and D is the flexural rigidity as defined in Equation (2.13).
Setting warping displacement u equal to plate displacement w, we can solve for constant
c2. Mxy is defined as the torque per unit length of the plate. The end cap is square, with
side lengths of 12-2t. Multiplying Mxy by the length of the end cap gives the torque
absorbed by the end cap deflection, Tend cap, as (12-2t)Mxy.
Warping displacements can also identify the amount of torque absorbed by the
straps. The straps displace as if acted on by pure shear—the displaced shape is linear
with no curvature and the transverse shear displacement has a magnitude of twice the
warping displacement (again, refer back to Figure 2.2). Because the load is pure shear
and because the span-to-depth ratio is small (<8), classical beam theory will not provide
accurate results. Instead, theory of elasticity is used to determine the shear deflection
angle, and then by using Castigliano’s theorem the amount of strain energy in the straps
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is found. Theory of elasticity states that the transverse shear displacement, δs, is a linear
function of the shear deflection angle and the length: δs = ψL. The shear deflection angle,
shown in Figure 3.8, is defined as

ψ=

3V
4cG

( 3.8 )

where V is the transverse force, c is half the height of the beam, and G is the shear
modulus [Timoshenko, 1970]. Knowing that the transverse shear displacement is equal
to twice the warping displacement, we can solve for the transverse force V, and then the
strain energy Us:

δ s = 2u =

3VLs
8ucG
⇒ V =
4cG
3Ls
( 3.9 )

Us =

2

2

2

kV Ls 16ku cG 48wu G
=
=
2GA
9 Ls
45 Ls

The shear factor, k, for rectangular beams is 6/5, and c is equal to half the strap width,
w/2. The effective beam length, Ls, in Equation (3.9) is taken to be the tube height, 12
inches. While theory of elasticity is exact only if the proper boundary conditions are met,
it will still be more accurate than simple beam theory, which assumes shear is negligible.

ψ

Figure 3.8: Shear deflection angle, ψ. The gray dashed lines represent the undeformed
beam. Adapted from [Timoshenko, 1970]

Returning to Figure 3.7, all three springs are attached to a rigid bar and will all
deflect an amount θ. Therefore, the total torque T is just the sum of the individual
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torques Ttube, Tstraps, and Tend cap. The unknown torque carried by the tube can be
expressed as the total torque less the torque in the end cap and the straps. The torsional
displacement of the tube is then stated as a function of the known torques T and Tend cap,
as well as the unknown torque Tstraps:

θ=

Ttube L (T − Tstraps − Tendcap )L
=
GK t
GK t

( 3.10 )

A second equation relating angle of rotation to straps torque can be formed using the
concept of strain energy. First we state that the total strain energy of the system is the
sum of the spring strain energies, Utot = Ustraps + Utube + Uend cap, where Ustraps is 2Us (see
Equation (3.9)). Then, knowing that the strain energy for each of the springs shown in
Figure 3.7 is Uspring = ½Tθ, the following relationship is formed:
1
1
Tθ = Ttubeθ + U straps + U endcap
2
2
⇒θ =

2(U straps + U endcap )
T − Ttube

=

2(U straps + U endcap )

( 3.11 )

Tstraps + Tendcap

where Uend cap is found using Equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) with Mxy the only
nonzero moment:
U endcap

2
3 2
Gh 3 
 − 12(1 + υ )
  Gh c 2
2(1 − υ )
M
=
= ∫∫

xy
3
∫∫ dxdy
12(1 − υ ) 
6 area
 Eh
 

( 3.12 )

Combining Equations (3.10) and (3.11) give two equations with the two unknowns θ and
Tstraps. Algebraic solution yields

θ=

TL ± T 2 L2 − 8GK t L(U straps + U endcap )

Ts =

2GK t
2(U straps + U endcap )

θ

( 3.13 )

− Tendcap

where in order for the tube to carry more torque than the straps, the ± in Equation (3.13)
must be a plus sign.
The equivalent stiffness method effectively reduces the torque acting on the
subbase by accounting for the strain energy that develops in the end cap and the straps as
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they resist the warping that torsion causes. The total angle of deflection can be
represented by using the nonuniform torsion approach, the equivalent stiffness approach,
or both. If both are used, the torque Tmst in Equation (3.6) is reduced by a factor of
Ttube/T.
Reducer Moment Load. The third load case acting on the subbase is the reducer moment

load. Like the motor, because the reducer output shaft is offset from the square tube the
torque reaction on the reducer will cause a moment and an axial load on the subbase.
Reaction forces acting on the subbase are shown in Figure 3.9. The reducer moment load
is assumed to be applied equally to each of the four mounting locations. Summing
moments about the reducer output shaft axis forms horizontal and vertical forces that are
applied to the subbase. As was done for the motor lateral load, beam theory is used to
determine the response given the applied forces, even though the forces are not applied to
the neutral axis. Because the tube is hollow, there is no physical neutral axis to apply the
forces to. Instead, the output shaft torque is resolved to vertical and horizontal forces at
the four mounting locations. The horizontal forces add to produce an axial force FR on
the subbase, and the vertical forces form a couple, or moment MR, acting on the subbase:
FR =

Tos hmtr
2

MR =


1
1

+
2
2
2
2
 d gsos + hmtr (d
gsos − d gst ) + hmtr


Tos hmtr
2






2
 d gsos
(d gsos − d gst )2

+
2
2
 d gsos
+ hmtr
(d gsos − d gst )2 + hmtr2


( 3.14 )






Here, as in Figure 3.9, dgst is the axial distance between reducer straps, dgsos is the
distance between the first reducer strap and the reducer output shaft centerline, and hmtr is
the same as before (the vertical distance between the motor shaft centerline and the
mounting strap). Comparison of Figure 3.9 with Figures 3.1 and 3.2 may be helpful. The
reducer moment load case is the only case where the clevis is included in the analytical
solution. It is modeled as an infinitely rigid pin joint.
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Reducer
output shaft

hmtr
Subbase

dgsos
dgst
(a)
MR
FR

Clevis
(b)
Figure 3.9: Reducer moment load case: (a) output shaft located above the neutral axis,
causing a moment and axial forces to be applied, and (b) beam theory representation of
the load case.

The load deflection relationship of the beam model in Figure 3.9b is found by
superposition of the moment load, MR, and the axial load, FR, while taking into account
the change in bending moment and deflection that the axial load produces. Equations
have been tabularized for several cases of simultaneous axial compression and transverse
loading, and the equation for the model in Figure 3.9b is taken from Table 10 of Roark’s
Formulas for Stress & Strain [Young, 1989]:

δm =

MR
kl clv FR


klclv 
MR
 sin( kz ) +
1 −
(kz − sin(kz ) ) − M R (1 − cos(kz ) )
kl clv FR
FR
 tan(klclv ) 

where here k is not stiffness, but is defined as k =

( 3.15 )

FR
. Equation (3.15) is based on
EI tube

the assumption that deflections due to transverse shear are negligible. Because the
subbase is loaded with an axial compressive force, the loads should be checked to ensure
that they are below the safe limit for column buckling. Because the loading is primarily
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due to the bending moment, buckling should not be a problem but must be checked for
safety reasons. Roark’s lists the buckling interaction formula for structural steel as
fa
f
f
+ b ≤ 1 when a < 0.15
Fa Fb
Fa

( 3.16 )

The notation is defined as follows:
fa =
Fa =
fb =

FR
A

π 2E

(lclv / r )2

I 
where r is the radius of gyration,  tube 
 A 

− 0.5

6M R
I tube

Fb = allowable compressive fiber stress
Typically, Equation (3.16) will result in a value much less than one, most likely by two
orders of magnitude.
Summary. In conclusion, simple beam and torsion theory has been used to model the

response of the subbase. Three distinct load cases are examined. First, there is a motor
lateral load acting on the subbase. The clevis attachment is not modeled and the straps
and end cap are not included in calculating the moment of inertia Itube. The resulting
displacement of the subbase is given as

δ lat =

δ lat =

hmtr Tms (3d mst + 6l clv − 2 z )z 2
2
2
3EI tube 4hmtr
+ wmtr

(

(

0 < z < l clv

)

3
2
hmtr Tms − l clv
+ 3 zl clv
+ 3l clv z 2 + (3d mst − z )z 2
2
2
3EI tube 4hmtr
+ wmtr

(

)

)

( 3.17 )

l clv < z < L

Shear displacement are not included and the solution is limited to small displacements.
The second load case considered is the motor torsional load case. Two different
approaches are presented for the motor lateral load. The first approach, nonuniform
torsion, takes into account that the torsional constant of the cross section changes as the
straps are encountered. The increase in K due to the end cap is not included because the
thickness of the end cap is negligible compared to the length of the subbase (h/L ≈ .005).
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However, the nonuniform torsion approach does not account for the warping stresses that
develop. Angle of twist is given by

θ tot =

1  2Tmst (l clv − 0.5w) 2Tmst (0.5w) Tmst (0.5w) Tmst (d mst − w) Tmst (0.5w) 


+
+
+
+
G 
Kt
K ts
K ts
Kt
K ts


( 3.18 )

The second approach to the motor torsional load case is the equivalent stiffness
approach. The equivalent stiffness approach accounts for the warping stresses in the
subbase. However, this second approach only provides a linear relationship for the angle
of twist. The total angle of twist of the subbase is calculated as

θ=

TL + T 2 L2 − 8GK t L(U straps + U endcap )
2GK t

( 3.19 )

The two approaches discussed give similar results when the straps are not wide. If very
wide straps (w > 6) are used, the results begin to spread apart. Caution must be used
when very thick end caps are implemented. If h > 1, the thin plate equations used are no
longer valid and will give erroneous results.
For the third load case, the reducer moment load, simple beam theory is again
used. Results are valid for small displacements, and shear displacements are neglected.
The displacement of the subbase is calculated as

δm =

MR
kl clv FR


klclv 
MR
1 −
 sin( kz ) +
(kz − sin(kz ) ) − M R (1 − cos(kz ) )
kl clv FR
FR
 tan(klclv ) 

where the clevis has been modeled as rigidly fixed.
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( 3.20 )

Chapter 4: Finite Element Method
A second way in which the subbase displacements can be quantified is by use of
the finite element method. In this chapter, advantages and limitations of the finite
element method are discussed. Convergence criteria of the model are discussed and
convergence results are presented. The finite element analysis results are compared to
the analytical response for the subbase and conclusions regarding the analytical methods
are drawn.

4.1 Advantages and Limitations

There are several advantages to using FEA to determine subbase displacements.
The largest advantage of the finite element method is the potential quality of the solution.
While it is possible to analyze a nonlinear anisotropic structure, the problem studied in
this thesis is linear, homogeneous, and isotropic. Therefore, if 3-D continuum elements
are used, the mechanics are exact compared to 3-D linear elasticity. Unlike the analytical
methods discussed in Chapter 3, continuum elements are not limited to assumptions
inherent to beam or torsion theory; such as plane sections remain plane. Therefore, as the
numerical and discretization error are minimized, the solution approaches the exact
answer for the model. For accurate structure results, the analyst must also ensure that the
modeling error is negligible or as small as possible.
The disadvantage to the finite element method is the numerical nature of the
analysis. Because FEA is a numerical solution, one numerical response is provided for
each analysis. In addition, numerical values for t, w, and h must be used in the model.
The only way to create an empirical relationship between the subbase geometry
parameters and the displacement output is to run multiple analyses and use the responses
to form an empirical relationship. The numerical nature of finite elements is far different
than the symbolic results of analytical methods.
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4.2 Convergence

For the numerical results of a finite element analysis to be trusted, the results must
be converged. This section deals with the convergence of the finite element models,
documenting first the convergence criteria and then the results of model convergence. As
mentioned in the previous section, numerical values of the geometry parameters are
needed to construct the FE model. For the results discussed in this section, values
corresponding to Rexnord’s proposed 3 Stage C subbase design are used (a 3 Stage C
subbase supports a size C reducer with 3 stages). Tube thickness, strap width, and end
cap thickness values are t = 0.25, w = 5.0, and h = 0.5. All other subbase dimensions for
the 3 Stage C subbase can be found in Appendix A.
Convergence Criteria. Failure of the subbase is defined as displacements that produce

shaft misalignment greater than allowable coupling compliance. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, typical values are angular misalignment less than 1-3° and parallel
misalignment less than 1-3 percent of the shaft diameter. Because failure is governed by
displacements rather than stresses, displacement was the quantity converged. Two main
criteria were set for convergence: reduce the percent difference of displacements between
successive meshes, and avoid discretization error across the tube thickness.
First, the average percent difference in displacement between successive models
is reduced to within two percent (percent difference is defined in the following
paragraph). Because the problem is linear, a direct wavefront solver is used. Since the
global stiffness matrix remains almost the same for each load case, with only the load
vector changing dramatically, only one load case is converged to ensure the stiffness
matrix is accurate. Convergence results presented in this section are from the torsional
load case. Figure 4.1a shows a finite element model of the subbase with the torsional
load vector applied. Displacements are extracted for comparison at the locations shown
in Figure 4.1b. Because there is no single point of interest on the subbase, displacements
are taken along the length of the structure. The points shown in Figure 4.1b are actually
z-parallel lines where the displacement data is extracted from the FE model to check
convergence.
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Average percent difference is used to measure convergence because the percent
difference varies along the length of the subbase. Average percent difference is defined
as the average of the percent differences of the displacement in the x-y plane along the
length of the subbase (z direction). If the displacement is sampled at n points along the
length of the subbase, the average percent difference is
n

% Dave =

∑ %D

i

i =1

n

, where % Di =

δ i ( j −1) − δ ij
δ i ( j −1)

( 4.1 )

Here the subscript i refers to the sample number along the subbase length, and subscript j
refers to the mesh number. Absolute values are used to avoid cancellation between
positive and negative numbers. Axial distance from the reducer end of the subbase is
calculated as z = i/n*L.
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(a)

Left and right locations
are used to calculate
angle of rotation
(torsional load)

Motor lateral load and
reducer moment load
displacements are
measured at the top and
bottom locations

(b)
Figure 4.1: FE model and displacement measurement locations: (a) mesh 4 of the FE
model with boundary conditions and loads used for torsional load case, and (b) locations
where displacements are measured. The dots are actually z-parallel lines.

As a second convergence criterion, the stresses across the tube thickness are
examined for discretization error with the requirement that differences be less than two
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percent. Because the tube is thin-walled and because the subbase is very long relative to
the wall thickness, aspect ratio is a concern if 3-D elements are used. To avoid scaling
errors, the aspect ratio is kept below four. As a result, if two elements are used across the
thickness of the tube then the model size increases dramatically. Therefore, convergence
of model displacements as discussed in the preceding paragraphs is performed using only
one element across the thickness. In addition, however, a shortened model is created to
investigate the change in displacement and stress distributions as the mesh density is
increased from one element thick to two elements thick. The shortened model with two
elements across the thickness is shown in Figure 4.2. A similar model was generated
with just one element across the thickness in order to check the discretization error
between the two models.

Figure 4.2: Shortened model of 3 Stage C subbase. Note that because two elements are
used across the tube thickness and because the aspect ratio is kept below 4, the mesh is
much denser than in Figure 4.1.
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Convergence Results. Both h- and p- methods of refinement are used to converge the

finite element model of the proposed 3 Stage C subbase. Table 4.1 presents the model
and convergence data for the four meshes used before convergence was reached. Each of
these models uses only one element across the tube thickness. The maximum, minimum,
and average values of the percent difference are given in the table. Note that while the
average percent difference between the first and second meshes is less than two, the
maximum percent difference is over 5 percent. The percent differences as a function of
position are shown graphically in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows both the sampled percent
differences and the average percent difference for the final mesh, mesh 4. The peaks in
Figure 4.4 correspond to the edges of the motor strap closest to the reducer. Even though
the peaks are above two percent, they are acceptable because it is not the intention of this
thesis to resolve the stress concentrations at the joint locations. Finally, Figure 4.5 plots
the angle of rotation of the four different meshes. For an increase in nodal density of
265%, the final mesh only changed angle of rotation by 1.6% on average.
Table 4.1: Convergence of displacements along the length of the subbase.
Mesh Number

Element Type

Number of Nodes

1

8 node brick

2

Percent Difference
Maximum

Minimum

Average

6188

N/A

N/A

N/A

8 node brick

8662

5.09%

0.13%

1.57%

3

8 node brick

13684

3.86%

0.07%

2.12%

4

20 node brick

36193

2.91%

0.01%

1.60%

Percent Difference

6.00%

Mesh 2
Mesh 3
Mesh 4

5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
2.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0

12

24

36

48

60

72

84

Position, in.

Figure 4.3: Percent difference for meshes 2, 3, and 4. The values shown are absolute.
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Percent Difference

3.00%
2.50%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%

Sampled

0.50%

Average

0.00%
0

12

24

36

48

60

72

84

Position, in

Figure 4.4: Sampled and average percent difference between meshes 3 and 4.

Angle of Rotation, Radians

1.40E-04

Mesh 1: 6,188 nodes
Mesh 2: 8,662 nodes
Mesh 3: 13,684 nodes
Mesh 4: 36,193 nodes

1.20E-04
1.00E-04
8.00E-05
6.00E-05
4.00E-05
2.00E-05
0.00E+00
0

12

24

36
48
Position, Z axis

60

72

84

Figure 4.5: Angle of rotation for each successive mesh. The final mesh changed by only
1.6% after increasing nodal density by 265%.

In addition to reducing the average percent difference between successive meshes
to below two percent, a shortened model is used to check the discretization error
associated with only using one element across the tube thickness. Slices of the tube were
examined for both one and two element thick models to check for differences. Figure 4.6
shows the two slices, taken just before the first motor strap at z = 60. The percent
difference between the maximum stresses in the tube for the two slices is only 1.01%,
which indicates that very little information is lost by using just one element to represent
the tube thickness. The time and effort required obtaining the one percent difference in
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results are not justified. Therefore, finite element models with only one element across
the thickness are used in this thesis.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: Slices of a one element thick representation, (a), and a two element thick representation, (b), of the tube used in the 3StageC subbase.
The percent difference between stresses from (a) to (b) is only 1.01%.

4.3 Comparison of Analytical and Numerical Results

The purpose of the finite element models generated in this chapter is to check the
accuracy of the analytical results generated in Chapter 3. This section compares the finite
element results to the analytical results and draws conclusions regarding the accuracy of
the analytical expressions in Chapter 3. The motor lateral load is discussed first,
followed by the motor torsional load and then a model of the subbase and motor with
motor torque applied. The reducer moment load is discussed last.
Motor Lateral Load. The displacement contour plot for the motor lateral load is shown in

Figure 4.7. As noted by the contours, there is a slight difference in displacements
between the top and bottom of the subbase. The difference exists because the load was
not applied to the neutral axis. Displacement data extracted from the locations shown in
Figure 4.2b is plotted along with the analytical response of Equation (3.3) in Figure 4.8.
The analytical response is almost identical to the response of the bottom of the subbase.
The neutral axis of the subbase can be approximated by averaging the top and bottom FE
results. If the neutral axis is approximated, and if shear deflections are included in the
analytical response, the finite element and analytical responses differ by less than two
percent, as shown by Figure 4.9. If shear is not included in the analytical response, there
is a 4.9% difference in the numerical and analytical results. Therefore, if shear
displacements are included in the analytical response, then the analytical model is
adequate to represent the load case accurately. The new analytical model for the lateral
load case is

δ lat =

δ lat =

hmtr Tms
2
2
4hmtr
+ wmtr

(

hmtr Tms
2
2
4hmtr
+ wmtr

(

where δ shear =

)


 (3d mst + 6l clv − 2 z )z 2

+ δ shear 
3EI tube



)

 −l



(

3
clv

+ 3zl

2
clv

+ 3l clv z + (3d mst − z )z
3EI tube
2

0 < z < l clv

2

)+δ

( 4.2 )
shear


 l clv < z < L


4kz
4z
. The shear factor, k, has a value of ≈1.00 for a
=
GA G 38t + π 2.5t − t 2

(

(

))

closed thin-walled rectangular box [Cook and Young, 1999]. Again, the reader is
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reminded, as mentioned in Chapter 3 and shown in Figure 4.7, positive rotation of the
motor shaft axis yields negative lateral displacement results.

Figure 4.7: Displacement contour plot for the motor lateral load load case. Note that the
displacements are larger on the top of the subbase than on the bottom.
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Figure 4.8: Finite element and analytical results for the motor lateral load.
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Figure 4.9: Average finite element results and beam theory results with shear included.
The difference between numerical and analytical results is only 1.96%.
Motor Torsional Load. Comparison of numerical and analytical results for the motor

torsional load answers two key questions: first, does the equivalent stiffness method
discussed in section 3.2 adequately represent the interaction of the straps, end cap, and
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tube; and second, is the assumption of zero radial displacements appropriate (recall from
section 2.2 that zero radial displacements is the fundamental assumption made in torsion
analysis). The FE model of the subbase does not restrain warping displacements at the
fixed reducer end; only radial and tangential displacements are restrained.
Warping displacements are examined to answer the question of how well the
equivalent stiffness method represents the interaction of the straps, end cap, and tube.
Shown in Figure 4.10, the warping displacements do not look as expected. First, the
warping displacements change sign at approximately z = 53 inches, or just over half way
down the tube. Second, the displacements are larger in magnitude than anticipated.
Using the geometry and torque values listed in the beginning of this chapter, the
analytical methods of section 3.2 give δs ≈ 1.7x10-5. However, the finite element results
yield δs ≈ 1.3x10-4, a whole order of magnitude larger than expected. If the δs value
calculated by the finite element analysis is used in the equivalent stiffness method of
section 3.2, meaningless imaginary results are produced. Therefore, from the axial
displacements in Figure 4.10 we conclude that although the straps and end cap do absorb
some of the applied torque, the FE warping displacements are too large to verify the
analytical equivalent stiffness approach.
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Figure 4.10: Axial warping displacements for the motor torsional load. Although the displaced
shape is as expected, the magnitudes of displacements are larger than anticipated.

Even though the equivalent stiffness method does not provide accurate results, the
nonuniform torsion approach has not been shown to be inaccurate. Accuracy of the
nonuniform torsion approach depends on the assumption of zero radial displacements.
Therefore, the second question that the finite element results answer is how appropriate is
the assumption of zero radial displacements. Before the numerical results are examined,
the effects of radial displacements are explained.
Radial displacements violate the assumption that the shape of the cross section is
rigid in its own plane. The tube may be thought of as a set of membranes that are rigid
but can rotate with respect to one another and deflect perpendicular to their own plane.
One result of nonzero radial displacements, shown in Figure 4.11, is that the apparent
angle of rotation of the structure will be altered. The only displacements predicted by
torsion theory are the blue tangential displacements in the figure. The green radial
displacements add vectorially to the tangential displacements to produce the total
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displacements shown in red. A second result of nonzero radial displacements is that
different parts of the cross-section may appear to have rotated different amounts. The
motor is attached to the top of the subbase, making the angle of rotation of the top surface
of the tube the quantity desired when calculating shaft displacements that result from
twist. One way to measure the angle of rotation of the top surface of the tube is to use the
vertical displacements at the left and right positions of the top of the tube:

θ=

vlf − v rt

( 4.3 )

9.5

where v is the vertical displacement, lf and rt signify left and right, respectively, and 9.5
is the distance between the two points. The left and right positions are depicted back in
Figure 4.1b and in Figure 4.11 as dots at the ends of the tube top side.

θ, top side. Accounts for
tangential and radial
displacements.

Radial
displacement

Tube top side

Tangential
displacement

Total
displacement

θ, torsion theory.

Radial lines

Tube center

Figure 4.11: Effect of radial displacements on the angle of twist. Radial displacements
add vectorially to torsion theory tangential displacements to give a larger total deflection.

Examining the numerical finite element results, it is evident that radial
displacements are appreciable. Figure 4.12 is a contour plot of subbase radial
displacements and shows that the displacements are largest at the corners of the tube
cross-section. As the torsional load is applied, the tube cross-section takes a rhombus
shape as shown in Figure 4.13. The tangential and radial components of displacement are
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separated and compared in Figure 4.14. The tangential component of displacement
agrees very well with nonuniform torsion theory. However, the radial portion of the
displacement is the largest, and dominates the calculation of angle of twist of the top side
of the subbase. It is important to note that the end cap stiffens the tube cross-section,
driving the radial displacement to zero at the end cap locations. If the end cap were
removed, angle of twist of the top side would be even larger.

Figure 4.12: Radial displacements produced by the motor torsional load. Torsion theory
assumes that these displacements are zero.
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Radial
Displacements

Figure 4.13: Displaced rhombus shape of the tube near the second motor strap. The left
and right sides of the tube appear to have very small rotations because of the radial
displacements, shown in red.
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Figure 4.14: Radial and tangential displacement. The tangential portion of the total displacement is
very close to that predicted by nonuniform torsion theory. However, the radial displacements, assumed
zero in torsion theory, are a dominant factor.
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As a final comparison of the analytical and finite element methods in predicting
the response of the subbase due to a torsional load, plots of the angle of twist of the top
side of the subbase are shown in Figure 4.15. Finite element results as well as results for
both hand calculation analysis methods are presented. It is evident, however, that the
analytical methods cannot serve to model the torsional displacements. Chapter 5
discusses how design of experiments is used to develop a relationship for angle of twist
as a function of subbase geometry.
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Figure 4.15: Analytical and finite element analysis results of the angle of twist of the top
side of the subbase. As illustrated by Figures 4.10 and 4.12, the radial displacements
greatly increase the angle of twist.

Combined Lateral and Torsional Load. Prior to moving on to the reducer moment load

case, a finite element model is created of the subbase with a rigid motor frame attached.
The reason for including the motor frame is that the frame will stiffen the subbase,
reducing the angle of twist. In addition, by applying the torsional load directly to the
motor shaft we can investigate the assumptions of equal load distribution that were made
in Chapter 3 when creating the free-body diagrams. The rigid motor frame is represented
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by brick elements with a modulus of elasticity three orders of magnitude higher than that
of the subbase. The finite element model of the subbase and model assembly is shown in
Figure 4.16. The torsional load applied to the motor shaft can be seen as well as the
boundary conditions applied to the fixed reducer end.

Figure 4.16: Finite element model of the subbase and rigid motor frame. Loads are shown in
red, displacement conditions in blue, and constraint equations in magenta.

Both constraint equations and rigid displacement conditions are employed at the
reducer end. If the warping displacements are restrained, the subbase will become stiffer
and not compare directly to the results of the previous section. However, if the zdisplacements are not restrained in some way, the subbase will spin about the y-axis
because of the lateral load. The way in which this problem is avoided is by the use of
both constraint equations and rigid displacement conditions. Rigid displacement
boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions maintain the cross-sectional shape of the
tube. Rigid z-direction displacement boundary conditions are employed at the centers of
the tube sides because warping displacements should be zero at these locations. All other
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z displacements at the reducer end are limited by constraint equations that allow only
warping displacements to develop (opposite corners have equal displacements,
displacements vary linearly from tube side centers; refer back to Figure 2.2). After
analyzing the model, displacements at the fixed reducer end are checked to ensure proper
application of the boundary conditions. Shown in Figure 4.17, the z-displacements are as
expected.
Knowing the proper constraints are achieved, the model is examined to determine
if the proper assumptions were made regarding the free-body diagram. First, the zdirection stresses are checked to calculate the bending moment acting at the fixed reducer
end of the subbase. Shown in Figure 4.18, the stresses are unexpectedly zero, indicating
that no lateral load is applied. Examination of the displacement results show that the
lateral displacements are zero as well. The reaction torque at the fixed end of the subbase
is calculated based on the x- and y-reaction forces to be 7500.01 in-lb, practically equal
to the motor shaft torque of 7500 in-lb. Therefore, based on the finite element results it is
determined that all of the motor torque is transmitted to the torsional load of the subbase.
The motor frame does, however, reduce the angle of rotation as expected. Plots of the
angle of rotation for the subbase with and without the motor frame are shown in Figure
4.19.
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Figure 4.17: The displacement contour plot shows that only warping displacements were allowed due to
the constraint equations and displacement boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.18: The z-stress contour plot of the subbase with motor shows that the bending
stresses are zero at the fixed end. This, along with zero lateral displacements, leads to the
conclusion that the entire load is carried as a torsional load.
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Figure 4.19: The motor frame reduces the angle of rotation of the subbase because it
stiffens the structure. Free body diagrams estimated the torsional load as 2908 in-lb but
finite element analysis indicates all 7500 in-lb is carried as torsional load.

Reducer Moment Load. In the previous finite element models, the motor has applied the

forces and the subbase was fixed at the reducer end. For the reducer moment load,
however, the reducer applies the load and is resisted by the clevis joint under the motor.
Rather than apply localized loads to the reducer straps, the loads are introduced into the
structure using stress type natural boundary conditions. The moment and axial load
produce the following stresses, which are superimposed to form the total stress
distribution shown in Figure 4.20:

σB =

M Rc
= ±1586.9 psi
I tube

F
σ A = R = −652.6 psi
A

( 4.4 )

Element face pressure loads corresponding in magnitude and direction to Equation (4.4)
and Figure 4.20 are applied to the elements on the reducer end of the subbase and shown
in Figure 4.21. Taking advantage of stress natural boundary conditions is desired
because localized effects due to point loads are less of a concern when applied pressures
are used to inject energy into the structure.
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=

+

σB

σA

Figure 4.20: Bending and Axial stress distributions applied to the reducer end of the subbase.

At the motor end of the subbase, the clevis prevents the structure from rotating
freely. The clevis also prevents axial displacements. As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the
clevis pin joint boundary condition is very difficult to represent accurately. Without field
test data to compare to, the clevis joint has been modeled as rigidly connected to ground
and is able to pivot about the bottom edge of the tube at the clevis location. However, the
joint will certainly have some elasticity.

Figure 4.21: Applied stress boundary condition for
the reducer moment and axial force.

The displacement contour plot for the reducer moment load analysis is shown in
Figure 4.22. The displaced shape is curved as one would expect, but there is a significant
amount of localized deflection at the clevis location. The Rexnord concept design for the
3 Stage C subbase uses ¼ inch thick square tubing. Because the tube is relatively thin,
significant displacements occur at the middle of the tube width where the clevis is
attached. Displacements will be reduced if thicker tubing is used. The displacement data
for the top and bottom of the tube is shown in Figure 4.23. From both the contour plot
and the extracted displacements, it is evident that the tube has rotated some about the
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global x-axis (reducer end of the tube) due to the localized deflections. To compare the
displaced shape of the top of the subbase to the analytical solution, the top FE
displacements have been rotated back so that the clevis location passes through zero.
The finite element and analytical results are compared in Figure 4.24. While the
two methods do not have the same magnitudes, the shapes are almost identical. To
compensate for the magnitude difference, the analytical solution is multiplied by a scale
factor of 1.5. Although the scale factor may not be theoretically justified, it does serve to
give fairly accurate results without the need for complex studies into how the localized
deflection at the clevis affects the rest of the structure. In addition, the required scale
factor will decrease if the tube thickness is increased.

Figure 4.22: Displacement contour plot for the reducer moment load. Significant
buckling occurs at the clevis location.
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Figure 4.23: Extracted FE displacements. The rotated FE results compensate for the
localized deflection, effectively moving the clevis location displacements back to zero.
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Figure 4.24: Finite element and analytical results. By using a load factor of 1.5 the
analytical displacements agree well with the finite element results.
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In conclusion, the reducer moment load can be modeled by the analytical method
discussed in Chapter 3 if a scale factor of 1.5 is used. The scale factor will never need to
be larger than 1.5 because ¼ inch is the smallest tube thickness premanufactured for 12 x
12 tube. As the tube thickness increases, the cross-section will become stiffer, limiting
the effects of the localized displacement and the need for a scale factor. The revised
equation for reducer moment load is now

δm =

1 .5 M R
klclv FR

where k =


klclv 
1 .5 M R
1 −
 sin( kz ) +
(kz − sin(kz ) ) − 1.5M R (1 − cos(kz ) )
kl clv FR
FR
 tan(klclv ) 

( 4.5 )

FR
...
EI tube

It is recommended that a scale factor of 1.5 still be used for sections with a thicker
square tube. The results will be slightly conservative. If more is known about the clevis
elasticity or if the tube is stiffened to prevent localized deflection, then a new scale factor
could be calculated to increase the accuracy of the method presented in this thesis for the
reducer moment load.
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Chapter 5: Computational Design of Experiments
As was seen in Chapter 4, analytical methods serve to give reasonable answers to
two of the three load cases acting on the subbase. The motor torsional load analytical
results, however, do not agree with the finite element results because of excessive radial
displacements. Unfortunately, the finite element model of the 3 Stage C subbase does not
produce an equation or relationship between the angle of twist and the subbase geometry
parameters. One way in which a relationship between the geometry parameters and the
angle of twist can be formed is by the use of statistical design of experiments (DOE). In
this case, physical experiments are not performed. Rather, several different finite
element analyses are performed and considered as computational experiments. This
chapter discusses the computational DOE approach used to develop a relationship
between tube thickness, strap width, end cap thickness, and the angle of twist. First,
advantages and limitations of computational DOE will be discussed. Next, the design of
experiments and finite element models used are documented. Finally, the response
surface function of the data is discussed.

5.1 Advantages and Limitations

The largest advantage of computational DOE is that a relationship is formed.
Analytical methods of Chapter 3 are insufficient to describe the response of the structure.
The finite element method discussed in Chapter 4 gives the correct response, but does not
yield an expression for how the response varies with the geometry variables.
Computational DOE, however, will give a relationship between the response and the
geometry variables considered. In addition, if a full factorial experiment is performed, as
is done in this chapter, the benefit-to-effort ratio is maximized. Computational DOE is
considered an advantage over DOE with physical experiments because generally
computer solutions cost less than physical testing.
There are limitations to DOE though. The largest of these limitations or
disadvantages is that computational DOE requires that many different finite element
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models are created, solved, and converged. For a full factorial design, nv different finite
element models are required, where v is the number of design variables, and n is the
number of distinct values, or levels, at which each design variable will be evaluated. With
three design variables and a minimum of two points at each variable, eight models are
needed. To check for nonlinearity, at least three points are required for each variable,
increasing the number of required models to twenty-seven.
In addition to the large number of FE models that are required, a second limitation
of DOE is that only a single response is correlated to the geometry variables. In the case
of the angle of twist of the subbase, the response at only one location along the length of
the subbase will be used to form a relationship between angle of twist and the geometry
parameters. Therefore, the resulting relationship will be a function of tube thickness,
strap width, and end cap thickness, and will only be valid for the axial location where the
response data was sampled.

5.2 Factorial Design

A full factorial design is desired so that the most information possible can be
extracted from the design. Because we cannot assume that the response will be linear in
any of the three geometry variables, each of the geometry variables will be tested at three
levels. A full factorial design for three variables at three levels requires twenty-seven
finite element models. A DOE relationship is valid only for values within the design
space; extrapolating is highly discouraged. Therefore, care is given to ensure that the
levels chosen are appropriate given the expected ranges of possible geometry variable
values.
The selection of levels for tube thickness is dictated by premanufactured sizes of
12 x 12 square tube. Atlas Tube Inc. is a well-known North American producer of
hollow structural sections, such as square tubes. According to Atlas’s product description
literature, square tubes are premanufactured with the following thicknesses (all
dimensions in inches): 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 1/2, and 5/8. The proposed Rexnord design uses
1/4-inch thick tube. For the factorial design, 1/4-inch is taken as the lower bound, 1/2inch as the upper bound, and 3/8-inches as an intermediate level to check for nonlinearity.
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Strap width selections are made based on current and proposed Rexnord designs.
The proposed 3 Stage C design uses straps with a width of 5 inches. Other Rexnord
designs for larger reducers use strap widths of 6 and 7 inches. Although larger designs
use wider straps, all straps have a thickness of 1 inch. The constant thickness of these
straps is the reason why strap thickness is not used as a geometry variable. Because
Rexnord uses three different strap widths, these values are those chosen to be used in the
factorial design.
Choice of end cap thickness levels is rather arbitrary. All proposed Rexnord
designs use an end cap thickness of ½ inch. For the factorial design, ½ inch is taken as
an intermediate level with upper and lower levels of 1 inch and ¼ inch, respectively.
With the levels of each of the three design variables chosen, the full factorial
design is complete. Table 5.1 lists each of the twenty-seven models created and the level
of each of the design variables used in this computational design of experiments. Levels
are defined in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Factorial design for computational DOE. Levels are given for tube thickness, strap
width, end cap thickness.
Run Number
Tube Thickness, t
Strap Width, w
End Cap Thickness, h
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
3
4
1
2
1
5
1
2
2
6
1
2
3
7
1
3
1
8
1
3
2
9
1
3
3
10
2
1
1
11
2
1
2
12
2
1
3
13
2
2
1
14
2
2
2
15
2
2
3
16
2
3
1
17
2
3
2
18
2
3
3
19
3
1
1
20
3
1
2
21
3
1
3
22
3
2
1
23
3
2
2
24
3
2
3
25
3
3
1
26
3
3
2
27
3
3
3

Table 5.2: Level values for tube thickness, strap width, and end cap thickness.

Level
1
2
3

Tube thickness, t
0.25
0.375
0.5

Strap width, w
5.0
6.0
7.0

End cap thickness, h
0.25
0.5
1.0

5.3 Finite Element Models

One of the disadvantages to using a design of experiments approach is the
modeling effort required to generate all twenty-seven runs necessary to perform a full
factorial design. The effort is especially great if 3-D continuum elements are used
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because the geometry must be changed for each of the runs. In an effort to reduce the
modeling effort required, shell elements are examined to see if they accurately represent
the subbase. The motivation is that shell thickness is input as a real constant and can be
changed without creating a new model. To maintain the 12 x 12 outer tube dimensions,
the tube midsurface location must be changed for each different tube level. In addition,
strap midsurface planar dimensions change with each different strap level. However, the
end cap midsurface location will change very little between levels and it can be assumed
that only the thickness changes, not location. If shell elements accurately represent the
structure, the number of distinct models required is therefore reduced to nine. The other
18 models are simply one of the previous nine models with a different real constant input
for the end cap thickness.
A shell model of the 3 Stage C subbase is created to compare with the brick
element model heretofore used. Parabolic curved shell elements are used because they
can accurately represent the curvature of the corners of the square tube. Shown in Figure
5.1, the converged shell results agree well with the final 3-D continuum mesh of the
torsional load case. The percent difference between shell and 3-D continuum element
results is typically less than 2% along the length of the subbase except for the strap
locations, where it reaches a maximum of 4.2%. With such a small loss of accuracy and
such a large drop in effort, it is advantageous to use shell elements. Also plotted in
Figure 5.1 is the angle of twist for the subbase with the motor attached. Note that the
maximum angle of twist with the motor modeled as stiff beams is approximately the
same as the average of the angle of twist of the two straps with no motor. If the brick
model is used and the motor modeled as stiff bricks, the maximum response is slightly
less than that of the shell model with stiff beams. The difference in response value for
the two models is a result the difference in the modeled rigidity of the motor frame.
Infinite stiffnesses are not used because they create numerical instabilities. Therefore, the
modulus of elasticity is increased three orders of magnitude. The response value used for
the design of experiments is taken to be the average angle of twist of the two straps with
no motor attached and is obtained using shell elements. This choice of response value
representation allows that the easier FE model be used, and that extra elements need not
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be generated to represent the motor frame. The response value plotted in Figure 5.1 is for
the 3 Stage C subbase (run 2 of Table 5.1).

3.5E-04

8-node shells
20-node bricks
Shells with beam motor
Bricks with brick motor
Response value

Angle of Twist, Radians

3.0E-04
2.5E-04
2.0E-04
1.5E-04
1.0E-04
5.0E-05
0.0E+00
0

12

24

36

48

60

72

84

Position, in

Figure 5.1: Angle of twist for quadratic brick and shell elements. The response value is
the average angle of twist of the straps with no motor, which is approximately the same
as the maximum angle of twist with the motor modeled as stiff beams.

5.4 Surface Response Function

After the response has been determined for each of the twenty-seven different
runs of the design of experiments, the data is analyzed and used to form a relationship
between geometry and the response value. The first step in examining the response data
is to determine the main effects of the variables to see how much each variable
contributes to the response. As shown in Figure 5.2, the variable with the largest effect is
the tube thickness. This makes perfect sense, as the tube thickness will determine how
much angle of twist is prevalent until the straps are reached. Also of importance is the
parabolic nature of the response as a function of tube thickness. The strap width and end
cap thickness have slightly nonlinear responses as well, though not as pronounced as the
tube thickness effects. Lastly, while the response decreases with increasing tube
thickness and end cap thickness, angle of twist actually increases with increasing strap
width.
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2.3E-04

Tube Thickness
End Cap Thickness
Strap Width

Response, Radians

2.1E-04
1.9E-04
1.7E-04
1.5E-04
1.3E-04
1.1E-04
9.0E-05
7.0E-05
1

2

3

Level number

Figure 5.2: Main effects of the variables. Note that the tube thickness has by far the
most significant effect on the response.

Having determined the main effects, the surface response function is now formed.
Before the response function is formed, we must decide if three levels are appropriate to
represent the change in the response as the variables are adjusted. Three levels are
considered appropriate for the end cap thickness and strap width for two reasons. First,
the main effect of changing the strap width or end cap thickness is two orders of
magnitude less than the effect of changing the tube thickness. Second, the change in
response is almost linear. Linearity error for the strap width and end cap thickness is
1.14% and 3.71% respectively. Tube thickness variation is considered appropriate at just
three levels because of the discrete values at which tubes are available for purchase. A
fourth level could be tested at 5/16 inch thick, but the probability of the main effect curve
in Figure 5.2 changing significantly is quite low. Therefore, three levels are considered
appropriate for all three variables.
The response function is formed by least squares regression of the data to form a
four dimensional surface that represents the response. Least squares requires that the
equation form be known and that the error squared be minimized. Even though the strap
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width and end cap thickness responses are nearly linear, a fully quadratic function form is
used to account for all of the nonlinearities in the response. The function form used is

θ LS = a1 + a 2 t + a3 w + a 4 h + a5 tw + a 6 th + a7 wh + a8 t 2 + a9 w 2 + a10 h 2

( 5.1 )

where t is tube thickness, w is strap width, h is end cap thickness, θLS is the least squares
response. The aii are constants found by solving the over-determined system below:
 θ 1  1 t1
θ  
 2  1 t1
 =
 M  M M
θ 27  1 t 3

w1

h1

t1 w1

t1 h1

w1 h1

t12

w12

w1

h2

t1 w1

t 1 h2

w1 h2

t12

w12

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

w3

h3

t 3 w3

t 3 h3

w3 h3

t 32

w32

h12   a1 
 
h22   a 2 
 
M  M 

h32  a10 

( 5.2 )

Here, the subscript on θ is the run number; the subscripts on t, w, and h are the level
numbers; and the aii are the same as listed in Equation (5.1). Recall that the level
combinations for each run are tabulated in Table 5.1. Table 5.3 contains the final values
of the constants aii as solved by using least squares.
Table 5.3: Values of constants aii from Equation (5.1).

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5

5.5120 x 10-4
-1.90 x 10-3
1.0801 x 10-5
-2.2591 x 10-5
-1.7471 x 10-5

a6
a7
a8
a9
A10

3.4842 x 10-5
7.1894 x 10-8
1.90 x 10-3
-1.0608 x 10-7
2.2268 x 10-6

The resulting surface response function is plotted in Figure 5.3. Because the
surface response function is a 4-D function, Figure 5.3 contains three surfaces, one for
each strap width level. The top surface is for a strap width of 7 inches, and the bottom
surface is for a strap width of 5 inches. Figure 5.3 confirms the conclusion of Figure 5.2
that the tube thickness is the variable with the largest effect. The percent error is
calculated for each of the twenty-seven responses compared to the surface response
function. Average error is 0.216 percent, with a maximum percent error of 1.197 percent
for run 12.
Equation (5.1) is accurate for only one position axially along the tube length.
Rather, given the axial position where the response was measured and the response value,
a linear relationship can be formed between the angle of rotation and the length. The
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response must be zero at axial position z = 0, and it must be equal to θLS at the axial
position where the responses are measured to form θLS. For the subbase studied in this
thesis, the axial position where θ is measured changes slightly with different strap width,
w, in order to maintain the same distance between strap centers, dmst. Table 5.4 contains
the axial positions lr where the response is measured. These lengths are used to obtain
the angle of twist as a function of length:

θ ( z) =

θ LS z
lr

( 5.3 )

Response, Radians

Table 5.4: Axial location where the response value is measured for the runs listed in Table 5.1.
Strap width, w
Axial position of response, lr
5.0
72.80
6.0
72.24
7.0
71.68

Figure 5.3: Surface response function for the subbase with 7500 in-lb of torque applied.
Each surface represents a different strap width.
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The surface response function plotted in Figure 5.3 is due to a positive torsional
load of 7500 in-lb torque. Because deflections are small and stresses are well below the
yield limit, the subbase behaves linearly. Given this known relationship, the
displacement results (the SRF) can be scaled depending upon the motor torque, Tms:

θ tor =

Tmsθ LS
7500

( 5.4 )

Recall that for a positive motor shaft rotation, the motor torque will be negative. Also
note that Equation (5.4) is based on the results presented in Chapter 4 that showed that all
of the motor torque was transmitted to the subbase as a torsional load (no lateral load). If
a lateral load does act on the subbase and if it causes that the torsional load is less than
the motor torque, Equation (5.4) would need to be changed accordingly.
In short, because all existing torsion theories assume radial stress is zero and
because radial stresses are significant in the square-tube subbase, computational design of
experiments are used to form a relationship between the subbase geometry parameters of
tube thickness, t, strap width, w, and end cap thickness h, and the motor shaft torque Tms.
The torsion response is sampled at 27 different locations in order to form a quadratic
relationship between the geometry and the response, which is linear with the load.
Equation (5.4) gives the value of the angle of rotation for the given geometry and load
values. The tube thickness is by far the most dominant factor in determining the response
for a given load. Equation (5.4), however, is only valid for interpolation and not
extrapolation. If the geometry value of consideration (t, w, or h) is greater than the third
level or less than the first level as defined in Table 5.2, the results cannot be considered
accurate.
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Chapter 6: Equation Formulation
Now that the load deflection characteristics of the subbase have been determined
and verified, the focus shifts to formulation of an equation to relate geometry parameters
to the shaft misalignment. As mentioned earlier, failure of the subbase is defined as
displacements that produce shaft misalignment greater than allowed by the compliant
coupling, thus inducing transverse loads on the rotating shafts, and fatiguing the
coupling. A design equation for the subbase would relate geometry parameters to shaft
misalignment. Such a relationship between geometry and shaft misalignment would
allow that the geometry parameters could be chosen to restrict shaft misalignment to
within a specified design envelope. The purpose of this thesis is to do just that: develop a
relationship between geometry parameters and shaft misalignment for square-tube
subbases supporting an electric motor and shaft-mounted reducer.
In order to determine skew and offset, which are the two components of
misalignment considered, the displacement of the shaft ends must be determined.
Displacements are considered vector quantities, where the elements of the vector are
displacements in each of the six possible degrees of freedom:
u 
v
 
 w 
d= 
θ x 
θ y 
 
θ z 

( 6.1 )

Here d is the displacement vector; u, v, and w are the translational displacements; and θx,

θy, and θz are the rotational displacements. One such displacement vector exists for each
of the shafts; dms for the motor output shaft and dis for the reducer input shaft. The
displacement vectors are determined by superposition of the subbase displacements and
the reducer displacements obtained from the known stiffness values and operating loads.
In the following sections, the displacement vectors are populated and the equations for
skew and offset are formed. First, however, the reducer stiffness values are discussed.
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6.1 Reducer Stiffness Values

One of the assumptions presented in Chapter 1 of this thesis is that the reducer
stiffness values are assumed to be known. Stiffness values are needed at two locations,
one at the reducer input shaft, and one at the reducer mounting location. Because each
shaft end can have six degrees of freedom, and there are tow shafts, one 12 x 12 stiffness
matrix is needed. The twelve rows and columns correspond to the twelve total degrees of
freedom. The degrees of freedom of the reducer output shaft are not included because the
shaft is fixed (Note that the axis of rotation of the reducer output shaft is also fixed so that
we can determine force displacement relationships). Typically the reducer stiffness is
quantified by one of two methods: experimental load deflection measurement, and
substructuring a reducer finite element model. In experimental load deflection
measurement, the actual reducer is loaded statically and displacement values are
measured to develop a load deflection curve. If substructuring is used, a detailed finite
element model of the speed reducer is reduced to a superelement connecting the fixed
output shaft and the reducer location of interest for stiffness calculation. The complete
reducer FE system of equations is solved until all degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) except the
attachment d.o.f., Da, have been eliminated. The reduced equation set for the speed
reducer, KaDa = Ra, contains the superelement stiffness of the reducer and can be solved
given the reactions at the attachment locations. After the attachment system is solved, the
displacements Da can be back substituted into the complete reducer FE system of
equations to solve for the remaining displacements and stresses [Cook, 1995].
The equations developed in this thesis are intended to function independent of the
stiffness of the reducer. However, in order to check the validity of the procedure used to
develop the equations presented in this work, a finite element model of the entire 3 Stage
C assembly is created. The entire finite element model is represented by 3-D continuum
elements. The rigid motor is represented by elements with a modulus of elasticity three
orders of magnitude higher than the subbase material, just as was done in Chapter 4. The
reducer is modeled as a solid block of elements with a low modulus of elasticity. The
modulus is lowered because in the actual reducer only the reducer shell and shafts are
solid; voids fill the rest of the space.
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Because the reducer stiffness is assumed known, the stiffness of the reducer FE
model must be determined if misalignment results are to be compared. Rather than
substructure, a direct stiffness approach (discussed below) is used to determine the
superelement stiffness for the two stiffness values needed. Substructuring is not used
because we are not interested in the displacements or stresses of the reducer; the reducer
model is only generated to close the loop through the subbase between the motor shaft
and the reducer input shaft. Having determined the reducer stiffness values, shaft
displacements generated by the FE assembly model are compared to those predicted by
the approximation developed in this work.
The direct stiffness approach is used to form the stiffness matrices needed to
calculate shaft misalignment for the 3 Stage C subbase. The direct stiffness approach
simplifies the speed reducer to a single superelement between two attachment locations:
the input shaft and the reducer-subbase connection. Each of the attachment locations can
have at most six degrees of freedom. Because it is fixed, the reducer output shaft has
zero degrees of freedom and does not need to be considered as an attachment location.
After eliminating the six fixed d.o.f.s, the superelement stiffness matrix is reduced from a
18 x 18 to a 12 x 12. The twelve columns of the reduced stiffness matrix are determined
one at a time by applying unit displacements to the degree of freedom and calculating the
reaction forces needed to maintain the unit displacement:
 k1,1
k
 2,1
 k 3,1
K Ru = 
 k 4,1
 M

k12,1

k1, 2
k 2, 2
k 3, 2
k 4, 2

M
k12, 2

L 1  Fx ,bc   k1,1 
L 0  Fy ,bc   k 2,1 
 
L 0  Fz ,bc   k 3,1 
  = 
=

L 0 θ x ,bc   k 4,1 
O  M   M   M 
  
 

L 0  θ z ,is  k12,1 

( 6.2 )

where u is the unit displacement vector, and the subscripts bc and is refer to the reducersubbase connection and the input shaft, respectively. The reduced reducer stiffness
matrix KR is fully populated by calculating the reaction forces acting on the input shaft
and the reducer-subbase connection that result from enforcing the twelve unit
displacement load cases. The reducer finite element model is shown in Figure 6.1.
Because there are actually four mounting locations between the reducer and the subbase,
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a rigid plate is attached to the feet of the reducer. The unit displacements are applied to
the rigid plate at locations directly underneath each of the four feet. The displacements
were not applied to a single point on the plate for two reasons. First, moments cannot be
applied to continuum elements; equal and opposite forces must be applied to different
locations. Second, by using four nodes the load can be put into the structure more
uniformly. Figure 6.1 points out the two locations where displacements are applied, as
well as the rigid plate. For the reducer output shaft, all degrees of freedom are fixed.
Although not shown in the figure, the output shaft is modeled as passing completely
through the gearbox and each side of the shaft is fixed.

Unit displacements
applied to input shaft
location.

Fixed reducer
output shaft

Unit displacements
applied to rigid plate

Rigid plate used
for Kbc

Figure 6.1: Reducer finite element model used to determine stiffness matrix KR. The equivalent force

In this study, the subbase-reducer attachment point is taken to be on the bottom
of the rigid plate, centered directly below the reducer output shaft centerline. All
moments and forces for the reducer-subbase connection are calculated about this point.
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6.2 Displacement Vectors

Once reducer stiffness values have been determined, assembly of the
displacement vectors can proceed. Two displacement vectors are formed: one at the end
of the motor output shaft and one at the end of the reducer input shaft. Each of these is
discussed below. It is important that all deflections and angles calculated in previous
chapters be done with respect to the sign convention given back in Figure 3.2a.
However, before the displacement vector can be formed, the reducer displacements need
to be calculated. The load vector acting on the reducer stiffness matrix is given in
Equation (6.3):


q = 4 Fhpc

where Fhpc =

Fclv

M Rr FR
MR

M Rr

M mll

2Tmst


0 0 0 0 0 Tms 


T

( 6.3 )

Tms hmtr
M
, Fclv = R , Mmll = 2Fhpc(2lrclv + dmst), Tms is the motor shaft
2
2
l rclv
4hmtr + wmtr

(

)

torque, and Tmst is the applied toque at each motor strap as defined in Equation (3.6). MRr
and lrclv are defined below. Note that previously Fhpc and Mmll were found to be zero and
Tmst was found to be ½ Tms because the entire motor load went into the torsional load.
Nevertheless, the variables are included in Equation (6.3) in the event that a lateral load
was present. Likewise, reducer input shaft loads could be included if they were non-zero.
Displacements at the attachment locations are found by matrix multiplication of the
inverse of the reducer stiffness matrix and the load vector:
d R = K −1q

( 6.4 )

where dR is composed of the displacements
dR = {ubc vbc wbc θxbc θybc θzbc uis vis wis θxis θyis θzis}T

( 6.5 )

Again, the subscripts bc and is refer to the reducer-subbase connection and the input
shaft, respectively.
Reducer Input Shaft. The displacements of the reducer input shaft are the easiest to form.

Because the shaft displacements are assumed negligible compared to the displacements
of the subbase and reducer shell, the displacement vector of the reducer input shaft is
simply the displacements from Equation (6.5) plus an offset vector, o:
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 u is   lis sin(θ yis ) 
 v  − l sin(θ )
xis 
 is   is
0
 w  

d rs =  is  + 

0
θ xis  

θ yis  

0
  


θ zis  
0

( 6.6 )

The vector o serves to adjust the lateral deflection based on the length of the reducer
input shaft, lis.
This thesis develops a first order approximation for the load-induced
misalignments. Total misalignment, however, is composed of both the load induced
misalignment and the natural, unloaded misalignment that exist from instillation of the
reducer and motor. If the unloaded misalignment is quantified, the total misalignment
can be approximated by adding the quantified unloaded misalignment to the reducer input
shaft misalignment vector. Simply add the vector of unloaded shaft misalignment to the
vector drs in Equation (6.6).
Motor output shaft. Determination of the displacement vector for the motor shaft must

include all subbase and reducer displacements. Therefore, the total motor output shaft
displacement vector is the superposition of the three subbase load case displacement
vectors. In addition, each load case displacement vector is composed of subbase
displacements and offset displacements. Because the reducer is elastic, it will deflect and
alter (offset) the initially calculated displacements. Recall that such an offset vector was
included in the reducer input shaft displacements above. For the motor shaft, reducer
displacements ubc, vbc, θxbc, etc. are used to offset the subbase displacements. The
reducer-subbase connection displacements at the bottom center of the reducer are given
in Equation (6.5) with subscript bc.
The displacement vector for each of the load cases in Chapter 3 is discussed
below. These individual displacement vectors are summed together to give the total
displacement vector for the motor output shaft.
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Motor Lateral Load. As mentioned in section 4.3, the motor lateral load is zero
for the geometry considered. However, in the event that a lateral load does act on the
motor, the follow discussion is valid. Otherwise, only the offset displacements are of
concern for the motor lateral load case.
The elements of the displacement vector for a motor lateral load are found using
Equation (4.2). First, lrclv must be substituted for lclv. Recall that the distance lclv was
previously defined as the distance from the reducer end of the subbase to the clevis
location. When reducer displacements are added to the subbase displacements, the zero
displacement reference of the subbase is no longer the end of the subbase (z = 0), but is
the attachment location on the reducer rigid plate. For the stiffness calculations in section
6.1, the attachment axial location is aligned with the reducer output shaft. As shown in
Figure 6.2, the length lclv changes to lrclv as we include the reducer in our calculations.
After the change in clevis length, Equation (4.2) is evaluated at z = (lrclv + ½ dmst), the
axial position half way between the motor straps:

δ mll =

hmtr Tms
2
2
+ wmtr
4hmtr

(

)

3
2
2
3
 0.625d mst

+ 3d mst
+ 4l rclv
l rclv + 6d mst l rclv

+ δ shear 
3EI tube



)

 0.75d



( 6.7 )

θ mll =

hmtr Tms
2
2
+ wmtr
4hmtr

(

2
mst

+ 2d mst l rclv + 2l
EI tube

2
rclv

+

δ shear
l rclv + 0.5d mst

Here the subscript mll denotes motor lateral load, and δ shear =





4z
.
G 38t + π 2.5t − t 2

(

(

))

The total motor shaft displacement vector due to the motor lateral load is

d mll

δ mll − (l ms + 0.5d mst )sin(θ mll ) u bc + (l rclv − l ms )sin(θ ybc )

 

0
0

 


 

0
0
=

+
0
0

 


 

θ mll
θ ybc

 


 

0
0

( 6.8 )

where lms is the length of the motor shaft, as shown in Figure 6.2. The second vector in
Equation (6.9) is the offset vector, which results from the elasticity of the reducer.
Again, the reader is reminded that for the geometry considered in this thesis, finite
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element analysis showed that the lateral load due to the motor torque is zero, and
therefore the vector dmll will consist of only the offset vector. The first vector in Equation
(6.8) is given as a reference for the case where, due to different geometry or externally
applied loads, a lateral load is present.

lms
lrclv
lclv
Figure 6.2: As the reducer is included in displacement calculations, the clevis length
changes.

Motor Torsional Load. The second load case considered is the motor torsional
load. The deflection of the motor torsional load is described by Equation (5.4). As noted
in Figure 3.1, the motor shaft is offset from the top of the subbase by an amount hmtr.
Accounting for this offset, the displacement vector becomes

d tor

hmtr sin(θ tor )  0 

  0 
0

 

0

  0 
=
+

0

  0 

  0 
0

 


 θ zbc 
θ tor

where θtor is as defined in Equation (5.4) and θzbc in Equation (6.5).
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( 6.9 )

Reducer Moment Load. In the previous two load cases, the reducer elasticity
increased the total displacements. For the reducer moment load, however, the subbase is
modeled as a simply supported beam, and the reducer stiffness effectively adds a
torsional spring to the reducer end of the subbase, limiting displacements. Shaft
displacements must be calculated at the equilibrium position where the displacement
angle θx is continuous across the subbase-reducer connection. That is, the angle of
rotation of the reducer, θr, must equal the angle of rotation of the subbase, θs. A second
condition of equilibrium is that the moment load carried by the reducer, MRr, and the
moment load carried by the subbase, MRs, must sum to the total output shaft reaction
moment, MR.
The load deflection characteristics of the reducer and subbase must be known to
solve for the equilibrium angle. For the reducer, the load deflection relationship can be
simplified to MRr = [KR]44 * θr where [KR]44 is the term in the 4th row, 4th column of the
stiffness matrix KR. For the subbase, the same change in clevis length as discussed for
motor lateral load applies to the reducer moment load analysis. Having replaced lclv with
lrclv, the equation for angle of rotation at the reducer becomes

θs =

1.5M Rs
FR l rclv


kl rclv 
1 −

 tan(kl rclv ) 

where k =

FR
EI tube

( 6.10 )

Recall that the 1.5 comes from the scale factor introduced in section 4.3. Solving the
equilibrium equations listed above yields that the moment load acting on the subbase is
reduced to
M Rs

 [K ]
= M R  R 44
 FR l rclv


kl rclv  
 + 1
1 −

 tan(kl rclv )  

−1

( 6.11 )

MRr is defined as the difference between MR and MRs. Using the reduced moment in
Equation (6.11), the angle of rotation at the clevis location becomes

θ mom =

M Rs
FR l rclv

 kl rclv

v

− 1 + sin −1  bc
 sin( kl rclv ) 
 l rclv





where k =

FR
EI tube

Offset displacements caused by the reducer stiffness are included in the angle θmom.
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( 6.12 )

The angle of rotation θmom will cause translations of the motor shaft in the y and z
coordinate directions. Shown in Figure 6.3, these translations can be calculated using a
vector loop. The subbase rotates about the fixed clevis location as it deflects. A
displacement vector, δmom, is formed as the subbase moves from its undeformed position.
Knowing the two vectors representing the original and displaced locations, the
displacement vector is calculated:
re iα + δ mom = re i (α +θ )
( 6.13 )

δ mom = re

i (α +θ )

− re

iα

= r (cos(α + θ ) − cos(α ) ) + ir (sin(α + θ ) − sin(α ) )

2
2
Here r is the distance between the clevis and the motor shaft end, r = hmtr
+ l ms
, and α

is the fixed angle formed between the z coordinate direction and the vector connecting
h
the clevis and motor shaft end: α = tan mtr
 l ms


 . Breaking the vector δmom into its


orthogonal components and using Equation (6.13) to calculate θ, the displacement vector
for the reducer moment load case becomes

d rml

0


 r (sin(α + θ ) − sin(α ) ) 
mom


r (cos(α + θ mom ) − cos(α ) )
=

θ mom




0




0

( 6.14 )

As mentioned above, this is the total reducer moment load displacement vector. The
offset displacements have already been included in the calculation of θmom.
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δmom
rei(α+θ)
reiα

θ

α

Figure 6.3: Vector loop defining reducer moment load deflection of motor
shaft. The angle θ is the displacement angle, calculated in Equation 6.7.

6.3 Misalignment Equations

With displacement vectors quantified for the motor shaft and the reducer input
shaft, it is a trivial matter to calculate the shaft skew and offset. The reducer input shaft
displacement vector, drs, is listed in Equation (6.6). The motor shaft displacement vector
is simply the superposition of the three load case displacement vectors from section 6.2:
dms = dmll + dtor + drml

( 6.15 )

Offset is measured as the planar linear distance between the shaft ends:
∆ = f (t , w, h) =

(u ms − u rs )2 + (vms − vrs )2

( 6.16 )

The out-of-plane axial displacement does not contribute to the calculation of offset. It is
important, however, that the chosen coupling allows small axial misalignment. An
approximation of the amount of axial travel expected can be found by summing the z
components of the displacement vectors drs and dms.
Using the dot product to calculate skew results in
 Vms ⋅ Vrs
 Vms Vrs

φ = f (t , w, h) = cos −1 






where for the motor shaft and the reducer input shaft the vector V is composed of
displacement angles of rotations about the x and y coordinate directions:
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( 6.17 )

θ x 
 
V = θ y 
1
 

( 6.18 )

Again, the displacement angles about the z coordinate direction are not included because
they are the rotations about the shaft axis. Typically the phase relationship between the
motor and reducer does not need to be accurately maintained. If phase were important,
the coupling used would need to enforce that torsional misalignment is avoided.
From the preceding equations, one can see that the relationships between
geometry and shaft misalignment are not simple. Because of the complicated nature of
the equations, and because it facilitates implementation into an optimization algorithm,
the calculation of skew and offset as documented in this thesis is included in a MATLAB
m-file. The m-file is separated into two sections. The first section allows the user to
input the known geometry and stiffness values for the application. The second section
uses the specified information to calculate skew and offset. If desired, the beginning and
end of the program can be changed to allow I/O communications with an external
optimization routine. The m-file provided does not optimize the subbase, but simply
evaluates the skew and offset. Most likely, skew and offset would be implemented into
constraint equations and the geometry values would be used to form an objective function
representing cost and/or material weight. A paper copy of the m-file is included in
Appendix B.

6.4 Equation Verification

Having assembled the displacement vectors, the design equations are checked
against a finite element model of the 3 Stage C assembly, shown in Figure 6.4. Operating
torques are applied directly to the shafts with the exception of the output shaft torque,
which is represented by forces on the input shaft passing through the reducer. The clevis
is represented by constraint equations that limit y-displacement only. The reducer section
of the model is identical to the model shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: Finite element model used to check the skew and offset calculations. The motor is
rigid and the reducer is the same as the one presented in Figure 6.1.

In comparing the results, the FE model is first checked against the design
equations with the assumed stiffness set to zero. Then, reducer displacements are
included in the design equations. Note that for the 3 Stage C subbase, Rexnord has
specified that misalignment must meet the requirement φ < 1.5°. Parallel offset is
assumed to have the requirement of ∆ < 0.015, or 1% of the shaft diameter of 1.5 inches.
The calculated values for a rigid reducer for the 3 Stage C subbase are ∆ = 0.0025
inches and φ = 0.0002°, well below the coupling requirements. In comparison, the finite
element model, which does have a flexible reducer, gives values of ∆ = 0.0022 inches and

φ = 0.0011°. The offset results are the same order of magnitude while the skew results
are low by one order of magnitude. However, both misalignment results are well below
the allowable limit.
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Next, the stiffness values found through the direct method in section 6.1 are
entered into the MATLAB file. Re-evaluating gives calculated values of ∆ = 0.0026
inches and φ = 0.0010°. The offset value has not been affected greatly, increasing one ten
thousandth of an inch. The angular misalignment increased by an order of magnitude.
The results are therefore validated as first order approximations compared to the finite
element model of the assembly. Percent differences between the finite element results
and the developed equations are calculated to be 17 percent for the offset calculation and
11 percent for the skew results.
In order to better understand why the results are slightly different than the finite
element results, deflected shapes are examined for each load case below. First, lateral
load deflections are examined. As shown in Figure 6.5, the lateral deflections do occur
along the length of the assembly. The lateral deflection approximation follows the top
side of the subbase quite well but greatly errs compared to the bottom side of the subbase.
Because the subbase rotates, the average of the top and bottom lateral deflection results
should give the best approximation of the lateral displacements in the finite element
model of the assembly. From the lateral deflection results it is seen that while the reducer
stiffness matrix has given reasonable values with respect to the top edge of the subbase,
average subbase results may not agree as well.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of finite element and design equation results for the lateral
displacements. Because the tube is rotating, the average FE results are the best approximation
of the lateral displacements.

The motor torsional load results agree very well. Shown in Figure 6.6, the
displaced shape of the assembly is as expected. The design approximation is slightly
high compared to the assembly results. Note that the angle of rotation plotted in Figure
6.6 is negative, which results when the motor rotation is in the positive θz direction.
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Figure 6.6: Angle of rotation for the assembly and design approximation.

Lastly, the displacement shapes are compared for the reducer moment load. As
noted by Figure 6.7, the displaced shape of the assembly is much more nonlinear than
anticipated. However, it can be said that it generally follows the design approximation.
Rather, while it is not an extremely accurate approximation, it does represent the general
trend of the displacement to within an order of magnitude and does so with very little
modeling effort required.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of finite element results and design approximation results for the
reducer moment load case. While the FE displacement function is a higher order
function, both are of the same order of magnitude.

Two key pieces of information should be taken from the figures presented above.
First, the behavior of the subbase at the “point connection” where it is represented as
attaching to the reducer or the motor is fairly accurate for the top edge of the subbase but
may deviate over the rest of the cross section. As an example, consider the lateral
deflections of the subbase at the second reducer strap location. As shown in Figure 6.8,
the lateral deflection at the top edge of the subbase is approximately equal to the
predicted lateral deflection based on the reducer stiffness matrix. However, the results
are not as accurate for the rest of the cross section. While this is a source of error, it is a
higher order effect and is neglected.
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Figure 6.8: Distortion of the cross section at the connection location between the subbase and the
reducer causes some error in the average displacement results for the subbase.

Second, even though the predicted lateral displacement is less than the actual
lateral displacement for the first load case, this is conservative. Positive motor shaft
rotations will cause negative lateral displacements and negative rotations about the z-axis.
However, negative rotation about the z-axis translates to positive lateral displacements of
the motor shaft. The underestimate of the lateral displacements (shown in Figure 6.5) is
one of the primary reasons that the method presented in this thesis over predicts the offset
calculation. The other primary reason for over estimating the offset is the over prediction
of the angle of rotation at the motor attachment location.
In conclusion, given the results above the equations developed in this thesis can
be considered good design tools to determine approximate values for the shaft
misalignment. Now, designers working with square-tube subbases for use with shaftmounted reducers can get first order approximations to skew and offset in a very short
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amount of time. Not only can results be obtained in a short amount of time, but also the
program provided in Appendix B could be adapted to interface with an optimization
routine. Doing so would allow designers to solve a constrained minimization problem in
much less time than a finite element analysis program would need to optimize the
solution.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
In this chapter, an analysis of the key results will first be presented. After an
analysis of the results, future research opportunities are outlined.

7.1 Analysis of Results

Several key assumptions were made at the onset of the research. First, only static
loads are considered. In addition, reducer stiffness values are assumed to be known and to
act on the subbase at a single point. The motor, however, is assumed to be rigid. The
clevis attachment is modeled as providing resistance in only the vertical and axial
directions, and hence only acts on the reducer moment load case. Angular and parallel
misalignments are the only misalignment values quantified, and lead to the measures of
skew and offset.
Two methods were used to determine the response of the subbase to the operating
loads. Analytical methods were preferred because they provided a mathematical function
relating the subbase geometry to the displacements. Unfortunately, analytical methods
are limited by many assumptions that are inherent in their development. Finite element
methods overcome the dependence on assumptions, but it comes at the cost of having a
purely numerical solution. Many different analyses must be run and used to develop a
relationship based on computational design of experiments.
For the subbase studied in this thesis, analytical methods are sufficient for the
motor lateral load and reducer moment load cases. It was found that for the geometry
considered, no lateral load is transmitted by the motor. The reducer moment load
calculations give results that closely resemble the FEA results with the exception of
localized bucking at the clevis location. If a scaling factor of 1.5 is used, beam theory
equations are adequate for the case of tube thickness of 0.25 inches. For the case where
tube thickness is greater than 0.25 inches, the results become conservative.
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The torsional motor load analytical results are grossly in error. Radial
displacements are large in the subbase, and analytical methods are unable to represent
this phenomenon. To compensate for this failure, computational design of experiments
was used to develop a relationship between subbase geometry and the angle of rotation.
A surface response function was formed that allows for calculation of the angle of
rotation as well as determination of derivatives for possible optimization.
Finally, the load deflection relationships were used to create displacement vectors
at the end of each of the shafts. Using the motor shaft displacements and the reducer
input shaft displacements, skew and offset can be calculated using the equations in
Chapter 6 or the MATLAB m-file in Appendix B.

7.2 Future Work

There is much work that can be done to increase the quality of subbase design for
shaft-mounted reducers. As a direct extension of this work, the MATLAB file could be
altered for use in an optimization algorithm that would solve for optimum geometry
parameters. Doing so would also require the formulation of an objective function.
Going beyond direct extensions of this thesis, there are many areas of possible
research. As mentioned in the introduction chapter, there are many assumptions that
have gone into this work. Future work in subbase design can investigate the effects of
any of these assumptions. Of primary concern is the buckling of the thin-walled square
tube. As the effect of the clevis attachment on the tube displacements is better
understood, the reducer moment load case can be represented more accurately. A second
area of concern with the assumptions made is the assumption of only static loads.
Investigation into the dynamics of the structure could lead to new insights regarding
where to attach the clevis joint in order to minimize the dynamic stresses and
displacements at the clevis location.
Practical extensions of this work would be to perform detailed work to confirm
the values calculated in this thesis. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the equations developed
in this thesis are expected to serve as a very good estimate of the true behavior and
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should be used to arrive at a point at which the design can be examined further. In
reality, the true load-deflection relationship between the speed reducer and the subbase
will have subtle effects that cannot be represented by a single spring attachment point. In
addition, the degree of restraint of the clevis attachment is very difficult to model.
Therefore, it is recommended that once a design is chosen based on the equations
presented in this thesis, that the design is checked with a detailed numerical or
experimental analysis.
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Appendix A: Drawing of 3 Stage C Subbase
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Figure A.1: Dimensioned drawing of the 3 Stage C subbase [3 Stage C Size Swingbase, Drawing number 3 STAGE C].

Appendix B: MATLAB code

% William Brown, VA Tech, 2001
%************************ Misalignment.m ****************************%
% M-file to solve the subbase equation for the given inputs
%
% NOTE: All units are in inches, pounds, and/or Radians unless
%
% otherwise specified. 'objective.txt' MUST be accesible
%
%********************************************************************%
clear all;
close all;
%************************ Enter inputs ******************************%
% Subbase Geometry
t = 0.25;
% Tube thickness
w = 5.0;
% Strap width
ECt = 0.5;
% End cap thickness
L = 84.0;
% Total tube length
lclv = 64.5;
% Distance from reducer end (z = 0) to clevis
hmtr = 11.31; % Vertical distance from strap top to Motor Shaft(MS)
center
wmtr = 18.00; % Width between motor mounts (in plane normal to shaft)
dmst = 16.50; % Distance between motor straps (length center to
center)
dbgst = 20.28; % Distance between gearbox straps (length center to
center)
lbeg = 3.55;
% Length from tube end to the first GBX strap ctr
dgsos = 8.32; % Distance from center of rear gbx strap to OS center
lis = 16.37;
% Length of reducer input shaft (measured from location
where KIS is determined)
lms = 18.62;
% Length of motor shaft (measured from clevis location)
% Operating Torques
TMS = 7500;
% Motor Torque, also the Input Shaft(IS) torque >ABSOLUTE VALUES!!
TOS = 150000; % Reducer OS Torque ->ABSOLUTE VALUES!!
AORms = 1;
% Angle of Rotation; Positive according to Right Hand
Rule w/ Z axis
AORos = 1;
% Angle of Rotation; Positive according to Right Hand
Rule w/ X axis
% Material Properties
ME = 30E6;
% Modulus of Elasticity, psi
pr = 0.3;
% Poisson's Ratio
Fb = 45000;
% Allowable value of compressive fiber stress, psi (Used
for Buckling Criteria)
G = ME/(2*(1+pr)); %Modulus of Rigidity
% Tolerances and Maximum safe values (Error messages appear if values
are exceeded)
mxdf = .01;
% Maximum gearbox deflection
Konoff = 1;
% 1 activiates gearbox stiffness, 0 inactivates it
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rmlsf = 1.5;

% Reducer moment load scale factor (typically 1.5)

% Reducer stiffness matricies at the reducer Input Shaft (IS) and
Bottom Center(BC) locations
load KR.txt;
%{xbc ybc zbc thxbc thybc thzbc xis yis zis thxis thyis thzis}
%********************************************************************%
%************************ Equation Solution *************************%
lrclv = lclv - (lbeg + dgsos);
R = 1.25-t/2;
Itube = 2*t*9.5^3/12 + 2*(9.5*t^3/12 + 9.5*t*(6-t/2)^2) +
4*(0.149*R^3*t + pi*R*t/2*(4.75+2*R/pi)^2);
%Motor forces:
mtr_rad = sqrt(hmtr^2 + (wmtr/2)^2);
Fpc = TMS/(4*mtr_rad);
%Fhpc = -AORms*Fpc*hmtr/mtr_rad;
connection
Fhpc = 0;
%Fvpc = Fpc*(wmtr/2)/mtr_rad;
connection (Absolute values)
Fvpc = TMS/(4*wmtr/2);
%Ttube = -AORms*2*Fvpc*wmtr;
subbase(according to hand calcs)
Ttube = -AORms*TMS;
Mmll = 2*Fhpc*(lclv+dmst)+2*Fhpc*lclv;
reducer

% Motor radius to strap
% Total force per connection
% Horizontal force per

% Vertical force per

% Torque value imposed on

% Moment value imposed on

% Gearbox forces:
gbx_radf = sqrt((dbgst-dgsos)^2+hmtr^2); %Gearbox radius to strap; f>front(motor side)
Ffpc = TOS/(4*gbx_radf);
Fhfpc = AORos*Ffpc*hmtr/gbx_radf;
Fvfpc = Ffpc*(dbgst-dgsos)/gbx_radf;
%(Absolute values)
gbx_radb = sqrt(dgsos^2+hmtr^2);
%Gearbox radius to strap; b>back
Fbpc = TOS/(4*gbx_radb);
Fhbpc = AORos*Fbpc*hmtr/gbx_radb;
Fvbpc = Fbpc*dgsos/gbx_radb;
%(Absolute values)
MR = -AORos*(2*Fvfpc*(dbgst-dgsos)+2*Fvbpc*dgsos); %Reducer moment load
FR = 2*Fhbpc + 2*Fhfpc;
%Reducer axial load
k2 = (abs(FR)/(ME*Itube))^.5;
%constant "k" from
Roark's
MRs = MR/(KR(4,4)/(FR*lrclv)*(1-k2*lrclv/tan(k2*lrclv))+1);
MRr = MR - MRs;
Fclv = MR/lrclv;
% Reaction force due to the GBX torque
% Reducer displacements due to operating loads
if Konoff == 0
fprintf('\n Caution: Reducer stiffness matrix is NOT included in
calculations\n');
end
dR = Konoff*inv(KR)*[4*Fhpc Fclv (MRr/MR)*FR MRr Mmll Ttube 0 0 0 0 0
TMS]';
if max(dR(1:6))>mxdf
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fprintf('\n\n Warning!!\n Reducer attachment location deflections
exceed limit of %g inches!',mxdf);
fprintf('\n UX = %g\n UY = %g\n UZ = %g\n ROTX = %g\n ROTY = %g\n
ROTZ = %g\n\n',dR(1),dR(2),dR(3),dR(4),dR(5),dR(6));
end
if max(dR(7:12))>mxdf
fprintf('\n\n Warning!!\n Reducer input shaft deflections exceed
limit of %g inches!',mxdf);
fprintf('\n UX = %g\n UY = %g\n UZ = %g\n ROTX = %g\n ROTY = %g\n
ROTZ = %g\n\n',dR(7),dR(8),dR(9),dR(10),dR(11),dR(12));
end
% Reducer input shaft displacement vector
dis = dR(7:12) + [lis*sin(dR(11)) -lis*sin(dR(10)) 0 0 0 0]';
% Motor output shaft displacement equation
% Motor Lateral Load Deflection Equations (Load Case 1)
lmll = lrclv - (dbgst-dgsos);
dshear = 4*(lmll + 0.5*dmst)/(G*(38*t + pi*(2.5*t - t^2)));
deltamll =
Fhpc*((0.625*dmst^3+3*dmst^2*lmll+6*dmst*lmll^2+4*lmll^3)/(3*ME*Itube)
+ dshear);
thetamll = Fhpc*((0.75*dmst^2+2*dmst*lmll+2*lmll^2)/(ME*Itube) +
dshear/(lmll+dmst/2));
dmll1 = [deltamll-(lms+dmst/2)*sin(thetamll) 0 0 0 thetamll 0]';
dmll2 = [dR(1)+(lrclv-lms)*sin(dR(5)) 0 0 0 dR(5) 0]';
dmll = dmll1 + dmll2;
% Motor Torsional Load displacement equations (Load Case 2)
if w < 5
fprintf('\n Warning: Extrapolating because strap width is less
than lower limit!!\n');
elseif w > 7
fprintf('\n Warning: Extrapolating because strap width is larger
than upper limit!!\n');
end
if t < 0.25
fprintf('\n Warning: Extrapolating because tube thickness is less
than lower limit!!\n');
elseif t > 0.5
fprintf('\n Warning: Extrapolating because tube thickness is
greater than upper limit!!\n');
end
if ECt < 0.25
fprintf('\n Warning: Extrapolating because end cap thickness is
less than lower limit!!\n');
elseif ECt > 0.5
fprintf('\n Warning: Extrapolating because end cap thickness is
greater than lower limit!!\n');
end
load objective.txt
combnum = objective(:,1); % Combination number, see comb_data.xls
tcmb = objective(:,2);
% Tube thickness, in.
wcmb = objective(:,3);
% Strap width, in.
ECtcmb = objective(:,4); % End Cap thickness, in.
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obj = objective(:,5);
% motor theta, Radians, based on 7500 in-lb
lsmat =
[ones(27,1),tcmb,wcmb,ECtcmb,tcmb.*wcmb,tcmb.*ECtcmb,wcmb.*ECtcmb,tcmb.
^2,wcmb.^2,ECtcmb.^2];
lsres = lsmat\obj;
thetaLS = lsres(1) + lsres(2)*t + lsres(3)*w + lsres(4)*ECt +
lsres(5)*(t.*w) + lsres(6)*(t.*ECt) + lsres(7)*(w.*ECt) +
lsres(8)*(t.^2) + lsres(9)*(w.^2) + lsres(10)*(ECt.^2);
thetator = thetaLS*(Ttube/7500); %Scale angle of twist displacement
based on Tms value
dtor = [-hmtr*sin(thetator) 0 0 0 0 thetator + dR(6)]';
% Reducer Moment Load Deflection (Load Case 3)
thetamom = rmlsf*MRs/(FR*lrclv)*(k2*lrclv/sin(k2*lrclv)-1) +
asin(dR(2)/lrclv);
alpha = tan(hmtr/lms);
%rigid angle between motor shaft and Z
direction
r = sqrt(hmtr^2 + lms^2);
%radius between clevis and motor shaft
drml = [0 r*(sin(alpha+thetamom)-sin(alpha)) r*(cos(alpha+thetamom)cos(alpha)) thetamom 0 0]';
Acrs = 4*9.5*t + pi*(1.25^2-(1.25-t)^2);
fa = FR/Acrs;
Fa = pi^2*ME/(lclv/sqrt(Itube/Acrs))^2; %lclv is used instead of
lrclv to be conservative
fb = abs(MR)*6/Itube;
buck = fa/Fa+fb/Fb;
fprintf('\n Buckling condition: %g (Must be < 1)\n\n',buck);
if fa/Fa > 0.15
fprintf(' CAUTION!!! fa/Fa > 0.15\n Buckling criteria equation
assumptions violated!!\n\n');
end
% Misalignment equations
dms = dmll + dtor + drml;
offset = sqrt((dms(1)-dis(1))^2 + (dms(2)-dis(2))^2);
Vms = [dms(4) dms(5) 1];
Vis = [dis(4) dis(5) 1];
skewrad = acos(dot(Vms,Vis)/(sqrt(dot(Vms,Vms))*sqrt(dot(Vis,Vis))));
skew = skewrad*180/pi;
fprintf(' Offset:\t%g inches\n',offset);
fprintf(' Skew:\t%g degrees\n\n',skew);
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